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 For insects and other ectotherms, temperature and nutrient availability are particularly 
important factors influencing selection because feeding and growth are temperature 
dependent. The temperature experienced during larval development affects growth and 
developmental rates and adult body size for many insects, and nutrient availability affects 
key aspects of insect growth, physiology and life history. Therefore, interactions of 
temperature with nutrient availability can strongly influence life history outcomes. My 
second, third, and fourth chapters investigate these interactive effects of temperature and 
nutrition on short-term physiology and long-term life history traits as well as behavior of the 
cabbage white butterfly (Pieris rapae) larvae. Specifically, chapters two and three compare 
how these factors combine to influence two invasive, geographically divergent North 
American populations. I used fertilized host plants to examine the effects of nutritional 
quantity and an artificial diet varying in macronutrient ratio to examine the effects of 
nutritional quality. The fourth chapter investigates how macronutrient ratio influences 
acclimation and behavior in this species. When fed host plants, increased fertilization 
improved larval performance in both populations but the high latitude population showed 
greater temperature sensitivity. When fed artificial diets, I found greater temperature 




individuals survived to pupation. These experiments demonstrate that temperature effects are 
strongly influenced by nutrition and that this interaction differs between divergent 
populations. Additionally, I found that nutrition can influence behavioral choice of 
macronutrients in this species. In my fifth chapter, I used whole host plants to compare the 
effects an invasive and native plant species have on oviposition and larval performance of the 
native West Virginia white butterfly (Pieris virginiensis). I found that an exposed and 
unexposed population did not differ in their interactions with the invasive plant, but that there 
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Temperature and nutrient availability can have major effects on the performance and 
life history of ectotherms. For example, growth and developmental rates as well as adult 
body size and fecundity in insects are affected by the temperature experienced during larval 
development (Angilletta, 2009; Berger et al., 2008). Multiple aspects of nutrition including 
host plant quality, nitrogen content, and macronutrient ratios also have profound effects on 
the ecology, behavior, and physiology of insect herbivores (Bernays and Chapman, 1994; 
Schoonhoven et al., 1998). For example in many herbivorous insects, growth, survival, and 
fecundity are limited by dietary protein content (or nitrogen more generally) (Scriber and 
Slansky, 1981). Nitrogen fertilization increases the amount of protein in plants, which in turn 
increases the protein available for herbivorous insect growth, tissue maintenance, and 
enzyme production, and is a main source of metabolic energy for insects (Slansky and Feeny, 
1977). Therefore, many nutritional ecology studies in insects have manipulated N levels by 
fertilization or utilized host plants that vary naturally in N content (Slansky and Feeny, 1977; 
Loader and Damman, 1991; Lindroth et al., 1997; Morehouse and Rutowski, 2010). 
The effects of protein have been frequently investigated using experimental 
manipulations of nitrogen balances but carbohydrate is also important for developing insects. 
Like protein, carbohydrate is a main source of metabolic energy and is important for cuticle 
deposition. Carbohydrates are also converted into non-essential amino acids and body lipids 
for energy storage (O’Brien et al., 2002). The balance of these two macronutrients is a 
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primary factor in determining rates of development and growth in animals (Raubenheimer 
and Simpson, 1993; Raubenheimer and Simpson, 2009), and also influences fecundity 
(Roeder and Behmer, 2014). For many insect herbivores, the uptake of protein and 
carbohydrate has the greatest influence on growth and body mass and experiments using 
artificial diets have shown that insects have the ability to adjust their feeding behavior and 
post-ingestive physiology to regulate the intake as well as uptake of these important 
macronutrients (Lee et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2004; Clissold et al., 2013). Recent work in 
cotton has shown that parts of the same plant can also vary in protein and carbohydrate 
(Deans et al., 2016). Therefore, insect herbivores can behaviorally regulate macronutrient 
ratio intake in the field by selectively feeding on different tissues of a single plant. The 
balance of macronutrient levels in larval host plants can also naturally vary between species, 
as well as within and between populations of the same species, due to variation in soil type, 
water stress, and local nitrogen deposition patterns (Chapin, 1980; Koch, 1996). 
Along with effecting macronutrients, environmental variation and N fertilization can 
also affect other key nutritional indices of plants including water and allelochemical 
concentrations (Velasco et al., 2007). Allelochemicals are defensive chemicals produced by 
plants to deter herbivores. Many allelochemicals act as feeding deterrents (Beck and Reese, 
1976), but many specialist insect herbivores have evolved to rely on the presence of 
allelochemicals as cues to recognize acceptable host plants (Tallamy, 1986), and have 
adapted to ingesting plant allelochemicals by sequestration, producing enzymes that 
effectively metabolize or detoxify the allelochemicals, or by rapidly excreting ingested 
material (Erb and Robert, 2016; Petschenka and Agrawal, 2016). When insects feed on 
nutritionally deficient foods, allelochemicals can be ingested at an increased rate and become 
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toxic even for specialists (Slansky, 1992). Selection can occur for avoidance of plants with 
different or alien chemical defensive profiles if ingestion strategies are too energetically 
costly and adults are able to differentially select preferred ratios or concentrations of 
defensive chemicals of plants on which to oviposit (Städler et al., 1992; Bernays and 
Chapman, 1994; Bruce and Pickett, 2011). Exposure of insect herbivores to different 
allelochemical profiles can vary due to the presence, abundances, and phenologies of local 
host plant species within their geographic range. Variation in chemical profiles within and 
between populations can drive natural selection (Carrasco et al., 2015; Heidel-Fischer and 
Vogel, 2015; Meiners, 2015). 
Because insects are ectothermic, environmental temperature also influences their 
metabolic rate in addition to host plant nutrition. The effects of temperature on insect growth 
are well known, but these studies rarely take the balance of nutrients into account 
(Kingsolver and Woods, 1997; Kingsolver and Woods, 1998). Interactions of temperature 
with nutrition can strongly influence feeding, growth rates, and nutrient uptake, thereby 
altering growth efficiencies and life history outcomes (reviewed in Terblanche and Chown, 
2007), as well as the efficiency of nutrient utilization (Miller et al., 2009). Increased 
temperatures have been shown to change the pattern of host–plant use by altering insect 
herbivore nutritional requirements (Clissold et al., 2013; Rho and Lee, 2017), as well as their 
sensitivity to plant secondary compounds (Lemoine et al., 2013; Stamp, 1994; Stamp and 
Yang, 1996). Thermal reaction norms for life history traits are also altered by host plant 
quality (Clissold et al., 2013; Diamond and Kingsolver, 2010; Lee et al., 2015). 
Variation in climatic conditions and nutritional landscapes can cause populations of 
the same species to vary geographically. Invasive species, such as the butterfly Pieris rapae, 
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introduced to North America from Europe in the 1860s, can provide excellent opportunities 
to study the role of temperature and nutrition on geographic variation of life history traits 
between populations. P. rapae is an agricultural pest that feeds on domesticated forms of 
Brassica oleracea and has successfully invaded all continents except Antarctica. It 
experiences many different types of thermal and nutritional environments throughout its 
range. Like most caterpillars, P. rapae larvae do not actively thermoregulate and therefore 
conform to the thermal conditions of their environment, such that feeding and growth rate 
depend on local weather and climate patterns and the microclimate of the plants on which 
they live (Casey and Stamp, 1993). Within its native range in Europe, it appears to follow 
what is known as the Temperature-Size Rule (TSR) of decreased adult body size with 
increasing developmental temperature (Atkinson, 1994).  However, the TSR is reversed in 
some invasive populations of P. rapae (Seiter and Kingsolver, 2013). Thermal reaction 
norms for P. rapae larvae have also been shown to depend on diet type (Kingsolver et al., 
2006; Seiter, 2013). 
My studies have used two related butterfly species to understand how various 
nutritional factors influence geographic variation between populations. The P. rapae system 
was used to investigate how temperature and nutritional quantity (i.e. nitrogen levels) and 
nutritional quality (i.e. macronutrient ratios) drive population differences in several important 
insect traits including short-term physiological rates and long-term life history traits. P. rapae 
from two genetically divergent North American populations from different latitudes were 
used. Structural equation models were used to quantify the direct vs. indirect effects of 
temperature and nutrition on short-term rates and long-term traits to quantify how changes in 
short-term rates during a feeding trial influence differences in overall survival, pupal mass, 
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and development time. This system was also used to study acclimation and behavioral 
responses to nutritional quality within a single population. Additionally, a specialist, native 
congener of P. rapae, P. virginiensis was used to study how host plant allelochemical 
variation influences performance and behavior in the field. A whole host plant approach was 
used in this system to study how the novel allelochemical profile of Alliaria petiolata, an 
invasive host plant used by P. virginiensis, influences geographic variation of larval 
performance and adult oviposition preference in A. petiolata absent and present populations. 
My first chapter utilizes plant protein levels manipulated by host plant fertilization as 
my measure of nutritional quality to investigate the impact of plant protein quantity on 
thermal reaction norms in two North American populations of P. rapae (Chapter 1). The two 
populations used are known to have divergent responses in thermal reaction norms for body 
size (Seiter and Kingsolver, 2013) and locally adapted responses in thermal reaction norms 
for development time (Seiter et al., 2013). I found strong fertilization and temperature 
effects, but few population differences in short-term rates and long-term traits. Structural 
equation analyses suggested that for both populations, fertilization and temperature had 
strong direct effects on both pupal mass and development time. This suggests that changes in 
short-term physiological rates such as consumption and frass production are not the sole 
mechanism to explain differences in long-term life history traits. 
To investigate what specific aspects of host plant nutrition impact thermal reaction 
norm shape, I conducted a series of laboratory experiments manipulating the balance of 
protein and carbohydrate ratios of artificial diets in a controlled, geometric framework 
approach in the same invasive P. rapae populations (Chapter 2).  I found that larvae from the 
low latitude population had low survival to pupation on the low protein diet at cold 
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developmental temperatures, while survival of larvae from the high latitude population was 
equally high among all diet by temperature combinations. Overall, both populations perform 
best (i.e., higher consumption rates, faster growth rates) on the balanced ratio diet, but the 
high latitude larvae were less sensitive to diet ratio changes across temperatures. Our results 
suggest that the physiological and life history consequences of imbalanced nutrition for 
insect herbivores may depend on developmental temperatures, and that different geographic 
populations of P. rapae within N. America are adapting to local conditions and vary in their 
sensitivity to nutritional balance and temperature. 
To investigate further acclimation responses to larval nutritional differences in this 
species, I conducted two experiments using the low latitude P. rapae population – no-choice 
and choice experiments – designed to study the physiological and behavioral responses to 
macronutrient ratios. In the no-choice experiment, larvae were raised on 1 of 3 rearing diets 
(low protein, balanced protein to carbohydrate, and high protein) and switched to 1 of 3 test 
diets for the duration of the last larval instar and short-term physiological rates and long-term 
life history traits were measured. I found no interaction between rearing and test diet on any 
short-term rate or long-term trait suggesting that physiological acclimation to poor 
macronutrient ratios does not occur even if individuals are exposed to low protein diets early 
in larval development. In the choice experiment, larvae were raised on 1 of 3 diets until the 
last larval instar and then given a choice between a high protein and low protein diet from 
which to select their preferred diet ratio. I found that rearing diet significantly affected the 
selected diet ratio during the choice experiment. Caterpillars raised on low protein diet ate a 
nearly random ratio, but when reared on balanced or high protein the consumption of the 
high protein diet increased during the choice trial. These experiments demonstrated that 
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although there is no acclimation to “bad” diet ratios if exposed earlier in larval development, 
this species is able to behaviorally regulate nutritional intake at least in their largest, most 
mobile instar. 
In my last study, I conducted a field study to examine another aspect of larval nutrition 
- allelochemicals - in different populations of P. virginiensis, using native and invasive plant 
species that vary in their defensive allelochemical profiles (Chapter 4). A West Virginia 
population of P. virginiensis that has co-occurred with the highly defended, invasive A. 
petiolata for ~50 years and a North Carolina population that is currently naive to this 
invasive plant were used. Although the invasion of A. petiolata presents a large selectional 
pressure within the West Virginia population due to high larval mortality when larvae feed 
on A. petiolata, I observed no difference in larval survival between populations and all larvae 
died when raised on A. petiolata. Adult females from both populations did readily oviposit on 
A. petiolata even though it is fatal to larvae, but I observed a seasonal variation to this 
preference in the West Virginia population. I describe these findings in greater detail in the 
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CHAPTER II: HOST PLANT FERTILIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
TEMPERATURE COMBINE TO INFLUENCE LARVAL GROWTH AND LIFE 




Temperature and nutrient availability can have major effects on the performance and 
life history of ectotherms. For example, the temperature experienced during larval 
development affects growth and developmental rates and adult body size for many insects 
(Angilletta, Wilson, Navas, & James, 2003; Atkinson, 1994; Sibly & Atkinson, 1994). 
Similarly, nutrient availability affects key aspects of insect growth, physiology and life 
history (Slansky & Feeny, 1977). The balance of macronutrient levels and overall dietary 
quality of host plants can change between host species as well as populations of the same 
species due to variation in soil type, water stress, and local nitrogen deposition patterns 
including fertilization practices (Chapin, 1980; Koch, 1996).  
Interactions of temperature with diet can strongly influence life history outcomes for 
insects by affecting growth efficiencies through effects on feeding, growth rate, and nutrient 
uptake (Hwang, Liu, & Shen, 2008; Jang, Rho, Koh, & Lee, 2015; Kingsolver & Woods, 
1998; Kingsolver & Huey, 2008; Kingsolver, Shlichta, Ragland, & Massie, 2006; Lee, Jang, 
Ravzanaadii, & Rho, 2015; Lee & Roh, 2010; Lindroth, Klein, Hemming, & Feuker, 1997; 
Petersen, Woods, & Kingsolver, 2000; Reynolds & Nottingham, 1985; Stillwell, Wallin, 
Hitchcock, & Fox, 2007). Increased temperature can change the pattern of host–plant use by 
herbivores by altering their nutritional requirements (Clissold, Coggan, & Simpson, 2013; 
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Rho & Lee, 2017) and their sensitivity to plant secondary compounds (Lemoine, Drews, 
Burkepile, & Parker, 2013; N. E. Stamp, 1994; Stamp & Yang, 1996). Host plant quality can 
also alter thermal reaction norms for life history traits (Clissold et al., 2013; Diamond & 
Kingsolver, 2010). For example, for natural and domesticated (lab) populations of Manduca 
sexta, thermal reaction norms for pupal size decreased with increasing temperature on a high 
quality hostplant, but increased with increasing temperature on a low quality host (Diamond 
& Kingsolver 2010). Another study using artificial diets varying in dietary 
protein:carbohydrate balance in Spodoptera litura showed that thermal reaction norms for 
body size were significantly negative on nutritionally imbalanced foods (Lee, Jang, 
Ravzanaadii, & Rho, 2015). 
Thermal reaction norms may also vary among geographic populations (Morin, 
Moreteau, Petavy, & D., 1999; Ayrinhac et al., 2004; Yamahira, Kawajiri, Takeshi, & Irie, 
2007; Kipyatkov & Lopatina, 2010; Sinclair, Williams, & Terblanche, 2012; Klepsatel et al., 
2013; Murren et al., 2014; Richter-Boix et al., 2015). For example, laboratory studies using 
artificial diets with Pieris rapae reveal substantial variation among geographic populations 
from different latitudes in the slopes of their thermal reaction for pupal mass (Seiter & 
Kingsolver, 2013). It is not understood how nutrition influences thermal sensitivity between 
these locally adapted populations. 
Many studies manipulating temperature and nutrition in insects quantify both short-
term physiological metrics such as consumption, frass production, and larval growth and 
long-term life history traits including survival, body size, and development time (Clissold et 
al., 2013; Kingsolver & Woods, 1998; Kingsolver et al., 2006; Lindroth et al., 1997; Petersen 
et al., 2000). These studies suggest that changes in long-term life history metrics such as 
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body size due to temperature and nutrition are the result of changes in short-term metrics like 
larval consumption and frass production, and relate to observed differences in larval growth 
rate. However, few studies manipulating temperature and nutrition are able to distinguish 
differences in life history traits resulting from changes in short-term physiological metrics vs. 
other developmental mechanisms that may be altered by these environmental factors that 
influence developmental decisions. Structural equation modelling (SEM) can be used to 
reveal differences in mediating physiological rates and other developmental factors by 
quantifying indirect vs. direct effects on overall development time and pupal mass (Pugesek, 
Tomer, & von Eye, 2003). 
Here we use experimental manipulations of hostplant quality and developmental 
temperature with P. rapae to address three questions. 1) How do temperature and nutrient 
availability interact to effect short-term physiological responses (larval consumption, growth 
and excretion) and long-term life history (pupal mass and development time) of P. rapae? 2) 
Does this interaction differ between invasive P. rapae populations from different latitudes? 
3) To what extent do short-term physiological responses to hostplant quality and temperature 
determine the life history responses? We address these questions using a full factorial 
experiment using three developmental temperatures and two host plant fertilization 
treatments varying in nitrogen content from two invasive North American populations 
differing in latitude including a high latitude Nova Scotian population (NS) and a low 
latitude North Carolinian population (NC). We analyze the direct and indirect effects of these 
factors in population specific structural equation models (path diagrams) and compare 






We studied reaction norms for larval life history traits in two populations of the 
invasive cabbage white butterfly (Pieris rapae). It was introduced to south-eastern Canada on 
cabbages imported from Europe in the 1860s and rapidly colonized most of North America, 
spreading across the continent (Scudder, 1887). Previous studies of P. rapae from North 
Carolina, USA and Nova Scotia, CA indicate that these populations have diverged in thermal 
reaction norms for body size and development time both from each other and from ancestral 
populations in Europe (Kingsolver, Massie, Ragland, & Smith, 2007; Seiter & Kingsolver, 
2013). 
Experimental design 
To study how temperature and nutrient availability interact to affect short-term 
physiological responses (larval consumption, mass gain, frass production) and long-term life 
history traits (pupal mass and development time to pupation), we used a full factorial design 
using 3 developmental temperatures (18, 25 and 32°C) and 3 host plant fertilization levels 
including no N added (LN), mid-level N (MN), and high-level N (HN) modified from 
Slansky and Feeny (Slansky & Feeny, 1977) . See Appendix 2.1 for detailed description of 
the fertilization protocol. 
Studies for the NC population were initiated using gravid females collected from an 
organic farm in Cedar Grove, NC (32.23°N) during June 2014 and studies for the NS 
population were initiated using gravid females collected at an organic farm in Wolfville, 
Nova Scotia (45.11°N) during August 2015. These females were immobilized in glassine 
envelopes and either brought back to laboratory facilities or overnight shipped to Chapel Hill, 
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NC using methods described by Seiter and Kingsolver (2013). Our experiment included 19 
families of P. rapae larvae from North Carolina (N=255), and 10 families from Nova Scotia 
(N=225). We report findings for the LN and HN fertilization treatments only for both 
populations, as we found that that the NC population responded linearly to increasing %N 
concentration in 2014, and therefore we only used the LN and HN treatments when testing 
the NS population in 2015. 
In each experiment, females were kept in greenhouse conditions (~24°C, 60-80% 
humidity, natural photocycle of 14L:10D) and provided with fresh collard leaves (Brassica 
oleracea) on which to oviposit. Eggs were collected daily by removing leaves with eggs and 
placed inside a large, communal petri dish inside an environmental chamber (Percival 36-
VL: Percival Scientific, Perry, IA, USA) fluctuating between 11-35⁰C daily with 14L:10D 
photoperiod until hatching. Sibling groups were kept together in the same communal dish 
and separated by date laid. At hatching, individual larvae were transferred from the 
communal dish with a paint brush and given their own unique ID and placed singly on a 
control LN collard leaf in a small, individual petri dish. Moistened sponges were kept on the 
collard petioles to prevent desiccation and leaves were replaced every two days, and date of 
the 3rd instar larvae was recorded for each individual. 
Sibling groups were randomly divided across the 9 treatments upon molting into the 
4th instar, and date and mass were recorded. Upon molting into the 5th instar, date and mass 
were recorded and each new 5th instar larva entered into a short-term 48 hour feeding trial. At 
the start of this trial, each larva was placed inside a clean petri dish and given a fresh, 
weighed collard leaf according to their treatment which was weighed again at the start of the 
3rd day of the 5th instar to calculate consumption. The trial was conducted during the 5th instar 
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because 90% of larval growth in P. rapae occurs in the final two instars (Kingsolver et al., 
2006). Larvae were placed back into treatments on a fresh collard leaf after completion of the 
trial and allowed to pupate. Upon pupation, the date was recorded and pupae were allowed to 
harden for 48 hours before mass was recorded. 
Consumption during the feeding trial was calculated as the leaf initial dry weight 
minus the uneaten dry weight following a protocol modified from Levesque, Fortin, & 
Mauffette (2002). To quantify frass production, frass generated during the trial was collected 
and weighed inside tared microcentrifuge tubes and frozen at -80ºC for later dry weight and 
total elemental nitrogen analyses. A total of 15 pupae from each treatment were sacrificed 
and frozen at -80ºC to calculate dry mass ratios and total elemental nitrogen analyses. 5 
samples were used to calculate dry mass ratios, and an additional 5 samples were used for 
total elemental nitrogen analyses. See Appendices 2.2 and 2.3 for more details on drying 
protocols, dry mass calculations, and total elemental N analyses. 
The remaining pupae from each treatment were allowed to eclose inside their 
treatment temperature in plastic cups containing a craft stick lined with a piece of damp filter 
paper and secured with a piece of bridal veil mesh and rubber band. Cups were checked daily 
to determine the date of eclosion. Newly eclosed individuals were sexed and freeze killed at  
-20°C. 
Statistical analyses 
Survival was >95% across all treatments, and therefore we do not report survival 
analyses as part of our results. All analyses were therefore conducted on a data set where any 
individuals who died before pupating are excluded. Individuals who started to pupate during 
the 5th instar feeding trial are also excluded from the analyses because larvae decrease 
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consumption and increase frass production before pupation in order to evacuate their guts. 
Therefore the results we report are somewhat conservative as they include only the slowly 
developing individuals (i.e. individuals that did not start pupating during the feeding trial). 
Additionally, any individuals who were missing data for any of the short-term or long-term 
metrics are excluded from all analyses because structural equation modelling dictates that 
each individual be measured throughout the entire path diagram (Rosseel, 2012). 
Mass at 5th instar, short-term feeding trial metrics including consumption, mass gain, 
and frass production, and long-term metrics including pupal mass, and development time 
from 4th to pupation were analysed using mixed linear models in the nlme package (Pinheiro 
et al., 2017) in R version 3.4.1 (R Core Team, 2017). Fertilization, temperature, population, 
and all the two-way and three-way interactions between fertilization, temperature, and 
population were included as fixed effects. Mass at the start of the 5th instar was additionally 
included as a fixed effect for the mass gain and consumption analyses. Mass at the start of the 
4th instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for the pupal mass analysis. Age at the 
start of the 4th instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for the development time 
analysis. All analyses included mother as a random effect. P-values are reported based on 
analysis of variance (Tables 2.1 & 2.2). After using analysis of deviance to compare models 
with temperature coded as a factor vs. numeric, we report all models that include temperature 
as a factor instead of as a numeric variable. Similarly, we tested for sex differences using the 
likelihood ratio test within each population by comparing models with and without sex 
included as a fixed effect over the subset of data in which sex was determined upon eclosion. 




We used structural equation modelling (SEM; also, path analysis) to quantify the 
relative contributions of the direct effects of fertilization and temperature on pupal mass 
versus their indirect effects mediated via consumption, frass production, 48 hour growth, and 
development time between populations. Indirect effects were calculated by multiplying along 
each individual path coefficient to obtain the total path contribution to pupal mass. 
Fertilization and temperature were included as exogenous variables. Due to constraints of 
using a nominal categorical variable in SEM models, the fertilization variable was included 
in the model as the highly fertilized (HN) treatment relative to the control treatment (LN) and 
coded as a dummy variable (0/1) (Rosseel 2012). Pupal mass was included as an endogenous 
variable; consumption, frass production, mass gain, and development time structurally 
mediated relationships between the exogenous variables and pupal mass. Because structural 
equation models are developed a priori and development time and pupal mass are strongly 
correlated in insects (see explanation of temperature-size rule in insects in Atkinson (1994)), 
we included development time as an endogenous variable contributing to pupal mass. We 
also report the results for a similarly written model in which we left out pupal mass and 
report just the effects for development time to help illustrate this correlation (Appendix 2.9, 
Appendix 2.6). The goodness-of-fit of the SEM was evaluated using a chi-square test 
comparing the estimated to the observed covariance matrix using the maximum likelihood 
method (Beaujean, 2014). 
After testing the global model, we conducted a multigroup comparison between the 
NC and NS populations on the full dataset standardized to the grand mean to determine the 
degree to which the two populations fit the global model. Then we tested if the populations 
were responding differently from one another based on analysis of deviance by comparing a 
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fully unconstrained multigroup model to a multigroup model where the population variable 
was constrained (i.e. the population parameter was set to be equal). We then subset the data 
by population, standardized each subset by the population mean, analyzed each population by 
the same model described above, and reported the standardized path coefficients estimated 
from the model for each population separately. The standardized path coefficients estimated 
are regression coefficients (beta weights) of standardized variables (mean=0, SD=1). All 
SEM analyses were done using the lavaan package in R (Rosseel 2012). 
 
Results 
Short-term physiological traits 
In order to test how host plant fertilization influences the thermal sensitivity of short-
term physiological traits between populations, we conducted a short-term feeding trial and 
quantified consumption, mass gain, and frass production over the first 48 hours of the 5th 
instar. The results from the mixed linear models for each short-term metric are reported in 
Table 2.1 and shown in Fig. 2.1. Because individuals entered treatments at the start of the 4th 
instar, we report mass differences between treatments and populations to help interpret 
differences in consumption, mass gain, and frass production during the feeding trial. 
Mass at the start of the 5th instar (and the start of the feeding trials) was significantly 
larger in the NC than the NS population. Temperature had a significant effect on the mass at 
5th instar such that mass increased with increasing temperature, as did fertilization such that 
mass was increased on the HN treatment relative to the LN treatment. There was a significant 
two-way interaction between population and temperature. Mass at 5th instar increased more 
linearly with increasing temperature in the NS population than in NC. There was also a 
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significant two-way interaction between population and fertilization such that fertilization 
had a larger effect in NS across temperatures than in NC. 
Mass at the start of the 5th instar did not affect consumption. However, temperature 
increased consumption and fertilization decreased consumption such that the amount 
consumed on the HN treatment was lower relative to the LN treatment. Population did not 
affect consumption, and both populations consumed similar amounts. Populations did not 
respond differently to temperature or fertilization treatment. However, there was a significant 
two-way interaction between fertilization and temperature such that consumption increased 
more at higher temperatures on the LN treatment in comparison to the HN treatment.  
Mass at the start of the 5th instar affected mass gain during the feeding trial. In 
addition, mass gain increased with increasing temperature. Mass gain was also affected by 
fertilization and the amount of mass gained on the LN treatment was lower relative to the HN 
treatment. Population also affected mass gain, and the populations responded differently to 
temperature such that there was a significant two-way interaction between temperature and 
population. In NC, mass gain was fairly similar across temperatures, but in NS mass gain 
increased greatly as temperature increased from 18 to 25°C and decreased at 32°C. There 
was no interaction between population and fertilization on mass gain, nor temperature and 
fertilization, nor was there a three-way interaction between population, temperature and 
fertilization.  
Mass at the start of the 5th instar did not affect frass production during the feeding 
trial. Frass production increased with increasing temperature, and decreased with 
fertilization, but was not affected by population. However, populations did respond 
differently to fertilization such that there was a significant two-way interaction between 
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population and fertilization. In NS, the frass production was increased on the LN treatment 
but in NC frass production was increased on the HN treatment. There was a significant two-
way interaction between population and temperature on frass production, as well as a 
significant interaction between temperature and fertilization on frass production. There was 
also a significant three-way interaction between population, temperature, and fertilization on 
frass production. 
Long-term life history traits 
The results from the mixed linear models for each long-term metric are reported in 
Table 2.2 and shown in Fig. 2.2. The proportion of individuals surviving to pupation was not 
strongly influenced by temperature, fertilization, or population. 
Pupal mass was affected by temperature, and masses were generally greatest at 18°C 
and decreased with temperature. Pupal mass was also affected by fertilization such that pupal 
masses were increased across temperatures on the HN treatment. Population also effected 
pupal mass and overall pupae were larger in NC than in NS across treatments. There was a 
significant two-way interaction between population and fertilization. There was not an 
interaction between population and temperature, nor between temperature and fertilization. 
There was also not a three-way interaction between population, temperature, and fertilization. 
Mass at the start of treatments in the 4th instar also did not affect pupal mass. 
Development time to pupation was strongly influenced by temperature. Fertilization 
also had a significant effect such that development time decreased on the HN treatment. 
Population also had a significant effect on development time as the NC population had 
shorter development times relative to NS across treatments. There were also significant two-
way interactions between population and fertilization such that fertilization had a larger 
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effect in NS than in NC across temperatures, and between temperature and fertilization such 
that fertilization decreased development time less as temperature increased, and between 
population and temperature such that NS saw a greater decrease in development time as 
temperature increased relative to NC. There was not a three-way interaction between 
population, temperature, and fertilization. Age upon starting treatments at the 4th instar also 
significantly affected development time. 
Fertilization effects on N content 
Fertilization was found to significantly increase N concentration of leaf material, 
pupae, and frass samples (Appendix 2.4). Because the populations were tested in different 
years, N content does differ significantly between populations but patterns are qualitatively 
similar and N content increases similarly between treatments within each population 
(Appendix 2.8). Similarly, N increased in pupae fed on the HN (highly fertilized) treatment 
(Fig 2.3A, Appendix 2.4-2.5) in both populations. N concentration was also increased in the 
frass from individuals on the HN treatment in both populations (Fig. 2.3B, Appendix 2.4-
2.5). 
Direct and indirect associations between short-term and long-term life history traits 
We used structural equation modelling (SEM) to quantify the direct and indirect 
associations among temperature and fertilization, short-term and long-term life history 
metrics (Fig. 2.4, Table 2.2). The model is saturated, therefore goodness-of-fit tests are not 
applicable. However, the R2 values for the global model for endogenous variables were 
relatively high (R2=0.255, 0.336, 0.129, 0.733, and 0.389 for consumption, frass production, 
mass gain, development time, and pupal mass respectively), indicating the hypothesized 
SEM adequately fit the data. 
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Separate analyses for the populations showed that when all parameters were allowed 
to be different, the populations did respond differently. The constrained multigroup analysis 
where population was set to be equal between groups significantly differed from the 
unconstrained model where population was allowed to be different between groups 
indicating that the population term was an important factor in fitting the data (χ 230=451.97, 
p<0.0001). The R2 values for the NC model (R2=0.247, 0.352, 0.088, 0.761, and 0.312 for 
consumption, frass production, mass gain, development time, and pupal mass respectively) 
and the NS model (R2=0.280, 0.470, 0.241, 0.803, and 0.507 for consumption, frass 
production, mass gain, development time, and pupal mass respectively) were similar to the 
global model. The results of the accepted multigroup models are reported in Table 2.3 and 
the significant pathways are shown in Fig. 2.5. 
SEM demonstrated that both short-term and long-term life history metrics in both 
populations were influenced by temperature and fertilization. The SEM for the NC 
population only, demonstrated that the standardized total effects (including both direct and 
indirect pathways) of predictor variables on pupal mass for the temperature effect (recall that 
total effects are the sum of all pathways) had less of an effect at -0.26 relative to 0.39 for the 
fertilization effect. The predominant effect of temperature was direct (-0.22) rather than 
indirect (-0.04). Similarly, the predominant effect of fertilization was direct (0.35) rather than 
indirect (0.05). Interestingly, the standardized total effect of temperature had a greater 
magnitude at -0.86 on development time when pupal mass was dropped from the model and 
only development time was included as an exogenous variable relative to fertilization at -0.14 
(Appendix 2.7). The temperature effect was primarily direct (-0.76) rather than indirect (-
0.10), and the fertilization effect was marginally direct (-0.12) rather than indirect (-0.03). 
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Similarly, temperature also had a smaller standardized total effect on pupal mass in 
the SEM for the NS population only at -0.28 relative to the fertilization effect at 0.59. The 
predominant effect of temperature was direct (-0.26) rather than indirect (-0.02). The 
predominant effect of fertilization was also direct (0.6) rather than indirect (-0.01). Here too, 
temperature interestingly had the strongest total effect on development time when pupal mass 
was dropped from the model and only development time was included as an exogenous 
variable at -0.84 relative to -0.25 for the fertilization effect (Appendix 2.7). The temperature 
effect was predominantly direct (-0.81) rather than indirect (-0.02). The fertilization effect 
was predominantly direct (-0.20) rather than indirect (-0.05). 
 
Discussion 
Interactions of temperature and nutrition on short-term responses and life history traits 
The main effects of developmental temperature and fertilization on short-term feeding 
and growth responses in our study are similar to those reported in other insects (Jang et al., 
2015; Lee et al., 2015; Lindroth et al., 1997): increasing temperature increased both 
consumption and mass gain, whereas fertilization (increasing leaf nitrogen concentration) 
decreased consumption but increased mass gain (Fig. 2.1). However, the effects of fertilization 
on short-term responses varied across temperatures. For example, reduced consumption in the 
fertilized treatments, a common response to nutrient-rich resources known as compensatory 
feeding (Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993; Slansky & Wheeler, 1992; Wheeler & Slansky, 
1991), is greater at higher temperatures (Fig. 2.1). This suggests that the potential for 
compensatory feeding may be more limited at lower temperatures. The effects of fertilization 
on frass production varied both with temperature and between populations: Fertilization 
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increased frass production for the NC population but decreased it for the NS population. It is 
unclear how to interpret these complex interactions in terms of the responses in consumption 
and mass gain in these experiments.  
The main effects of developmental temperature and nutrition on life history traits in 
our study are also similar to those reported in other insects, including P. rapae (Atkinson, 
1994; Gilbert & Raworth, 1996; Kingsolver et al., 2007; Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013; Slansky, 
1993). Increasing temperature reduced pupal mass and development time, whereas fertilization 
increased pupal mass and reduced development time. An important result of our studies is that 
nutrition alters thermal reaction norms for size: fertilization made the thermal reaction norm 
for pupal mass less negative (less steep) in both populations. Several previous studies have 
shown that hostplant quality can change the slopes of thermal reaction norms for final size in 
other insects (Diamond & Kingsolver, 2010), but the generality and mechanisms underlying 
these responses remain poorly understood. 
Population differences 
Our results show mean pupal mass is larger and development time is faster in the NC 
than in the NS population of P. rapae (Fig. 2.2) (Kingsolver et al., 2007). Previous studies of 
P. rapae populations across North America and Japan indicate a latitudinal cline in larval 
development rates, such that populations with longer growing seasons have more rapid 
development (especially at lower temperatures) than populations with shorter growing seasons, 
resulting in more generations per year in more southern populations (Seiter & Kingsolver, 
2013; Seiter, Ohsaki, & Kingsolver, 2013). 
The effects of fertilization on short-term responses and life history traits differed 




between population and fertilization for some short-term responses and life history traits 
(Tables 2.1-2.2). Fertilization increased pupal mass and decreased development time in both 
populations, but the magnitude of these effects were somewhat greater in the NS than the NC 
populations (Fig. 2.2). There was also a strong fertilization by temperature interaction on 
consumption, such that fertilization decreased consumption more at the highest rearing 
temperature. Fig. 2.2 suggests that this fertilization by temperature interaction may differ 
between populations, except at the highest rearing temperature but our population by 
fertilization term for consumption is not significant. Qualitatively this suggests that the 
compensatory feeding responses to decreased nitrogen were greater in the NC population. 
Nobody else has shown population differentiation in compensatory feeding, but we don’t have 
an adaptive explanation for this. 
In addition, there is a strong three way interaction between population, temperature, 
and fertilization on frass production. Even though both populations consume similar amounts 
during the feeding trial across treatments, frass production is increased on the LN treatment in 
NS and similar at 32°C, but frass is increased on HN across temperatures in NC suggesting 
that there are short-term differences in N utilization between populations. However, additional 
studies examining gut passage times between these populations should be done in order to 
better understand this mediation mechanism. 
Connecting physiological and life history responses to environmental variation 
Previous work has also identified effects of temperature and host plant nutrition on 
short-term physiological and long-term life history traits, but they rarely identify the routes by 
which these factors are mediated through short-term physiological changes to influence long-




nutrition effects are mediated through consumption, growth, and frass production--but these 
environmental factors have stronger direct effects on pupal mass and development time. 
Although we found stronger direct than indirect effects of temperature and nutrition, 
our results help elucidate the directions of the indirect pathways through consumption, frass 
production, and growth (See dotted arrows in Fig. 2.4). They indicate that an increase in 
consumption directly increases frass production and growth in both populations (Fig. 2.5). An 
increase in frass production also increases short-term growth (i.e. mass gain) and long-term 
pupal mass, and decreases long-term development time essentially quickening growth rate for 
both time scales measured. The multigroup analysis results showed that these effects are 
different between populations. As predicted, temperature has a strong, negative effect and 
fertilization has a strong positive effect in both populations, but these effects are stronger in 
NS than in NC. 
The strong direct effects of temperature and nutrition in our analyses suggests that other 
physiological factors, and not just short-term consumption, frass production, and mass gain, 
may also be informative for determining size and development time in P. rapae and therefore 
predicting life history responses to temperature and nutrition. Studies in Manduca sexta 
determined that critical weight, which measures the timing of the cessation of juvenile 
hormone secretion, is sensitive to changes in diet quality and the time interval between critical 
weight and the secretion of molting hormones is sensitive to temperature, suggesting that these 
are also important factors determining life history traits in addition to growth rate (Davidowitz, 
D’Amico, & Nijhout, 2004). Therefore, future studies manipulating temperature and nutrition 
in P. rapae should also include these physiological factors as they can also undergo selection 
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(Davidowitz, Roff, & Nijhout, 2005) and could help to further explain population differences 
in development time and pupal mass. 
Study limitations and future directions 
Similar studies investigating nutrition effects on thermal sensitivity in other insects 
often use artificial diets varying in N concentration (Kingsolver & Woods, 1998; Lindroth et 
al., 1997; Petersen et al., 2000) or protein to carbohydrate ratios (Lee et al., 2015; Lee & 
Roh, 2010), or multiple host plants (Clissold et al., 2013; Diamond & Kingsolver, 2010; 
Kingsolver et al., 2006). Our use of host plant fertilization to experimentally manipulate N 
levels was more ecologically relevant given both populations of P. rapae tested use 
domesticated Brassica crops that are often fertilized. Using this approach we successfully 
demonstrate differences in N concentration between treatments (Appendix 2.8) that translate 
to differences in pupal and frass N concentration (Fig. 2.3). We note that our N 
concentrations are still relatively low for agricultural plants but they do compare to Slansky 
and Feeny (1977). However, fertilization changes other aspects of host plant quality 
including water content, secondary defensive compound content, carbohydrate content, and 
overall energy content that also may affect thermal sensitivity. Specifically, protein (P) to 
carbohydrate (C) ratios have been shown to have important interactive effects on thermal 
sensitivity such that performance is increased on balanced P:C diets and decreased on 
protein- or carbohydrate- biased diets (Lee et al., 2015) and most lepidopteran species prefer 
a balanced 1P:1C diet (Behmer, 2009). We achieve a P:C level that is closer to this balanced 
ratio in our study, but our HN treatment is still not balanced in P:C ratio. We recommend 
additional studies using artificial diets to further investigate the effects of nutrition on 
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Table 2.1 ANOVA of the short-term physiological metrics including mass at 5th instar, consumption, growth and frass production 
during the 48 hour feeding trial. 
  Mass at 5th Consumption Growth Frass 
 d.f. F p F P F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,383 1173.3175 <0.0001 1307.1859 <0.0001 1999.2028 <0.0001 642.3814 <0.0001 
Population 1,25 6.1428 0.0203 1.5254 0.2283 45.2811 <0.0001 2.6923 0.1134 
Temperature 2,383 22.1858 <0.0001 74.8983 <0.0001 31.2661 <0.0001 122.7225 <0.0001 
Fertilization 1,383 7.2674 0.0073 11.5069 0.0008 48.5823 <0.0001 5.7540 0.0169 
Mass @ 5th 1,383 - - 0.7847 0.3763 437.0004 <0.0001 1.5253 0.2176 
Pop:Temp 2,383 9.6821 0.0020 0.6933 0.5005 14.2998 <0.0001 4.8616 0.0082 
Pop:Fertilization 1,383 4.2910 0.0390 2.7252 0.0996 2.9753 0.0854 37.9601 <0.0001 
Temp:Fertilization 2,383 0.6670 0..4146 6.2864 0.0021 0.0016 0.9984 5.3627 0.0050 
Pop:Temp:Fertilization 2,383 1.9005 0.1688 0.2995 0.7414 1.6713 0.1894 10.0671 0.0001 
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Table 2.2 ANOVA of the long-term life history metrics including pupal mass and 
development time to pupation. 
  Pupal mass Development time 
 d.f. F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,383 6483.737 <0.0001 26324.355 <0.0001 
Population 1,25 35.510 <0.0001 305.161 <0.0001 
Temperature 2,383 30.962 <0.0001 1570.036 <0.0001 
Fertilization 1,383 190.836 <0.0001 164.668 <0.0001 
Mass at 5th 1,383 3.026  0.0827 - - 
Age at 4th 1,383 - - 23.188 <0.0001 
Pop:Temp 2,383 0.248  0.7802 35.197 <0.0001 
Pop:Fertilization 1,383 8.796  0.0032 24.545 <0.0001 
Temp:Fertilization 2,383 2.970  0.0525 6.180  0.0023 








Table 2.3 Standardized path coefficient estimates and p values for the direct effects of 
fertilization (N) and temperature (T) on consumption (C), frass production (F), growth (G), 
development time (DT), and pupal mass (PM) and their indirect effects mediated through 
consumption, frass production, and growth for both populations. 
 NC NS 
Path Estimate p Estimate p 
C ~ N -0.205 0.001 -0.075 0.204 
C ~ T  0.436 0.000  0.523 0.000 
F ~ N  0.358 0.000 -0.160 0.002 
F ~ T  0.395 0.000  0.569 0.000 
F ~ C  0.223 0.000  0.153 0.010 
G ~ N   0.259 0.000  0.265 0.000 
G ~ T  0.011 0.895 -0.103 0.229 
G ~ C  0.210 0.007  0.399 0.000 
G ~ F  0.003 0.966  0.186 0.025 
DT ~ N -0.115 0.003 -0.199 0.000 
DT ~ T -0.756 0.000 -0.822 0.000 
DT ~ C -0.077 0.055 -0.024 0.549 
DT ~ F -0.142 0.001  0.066 0.124 
DT ~ G  0.001 0.969 -0.210 0.000 
PM ~ N  0.348 0.000  0.598 0.000 
PM ~ T -0.222 0.047 -0.259 0.023 
PM ~ C  0.075 0.277 -0.094 0.134 
PM ~ F  0.120 0.096  0.156 0.023 
PM ~ G  0.226 0.000  0.272 0.000 




Table 2.4 Summary of path tracings used to calculate direct vs. indirect pathways on pupal 
mass for fertilization and temperature exogenous predictor variables by population. 
Individual path coefficients are multiplied to calculate the total for each path tracing. “Pred 
Var” represents the value of the predictor variable in the columns on the right of the table, 
“C” represents consumption, “F” represents frass production, “G” represents growth, and 
“DT” represents development time. 
 NC  NS 
Path tracing N Temp  N Temp 
Pred Var*C*G*DT  0.00  0.00   0.00 -0.01 
Pred Var*C*G -0.01  0.02  -0.01  0.06 
Pred Var*C*DT  0.00  -0.01   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*C -0.02  0.03   0.01 -0.05 
Pred Var*C*F*G  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*C*F*G*DT  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*C*F -0.01  0.01   0.00  0.01 
Pred Var*C*F*DT  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*DT -0.02 -0.14  -0.03 -0.13 
Pred Var*F*G*DT  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*F*G  0.00  0.00  -0.01  0.03 
Pred Var*F*DT -0.01 -0.01   0.00  0.01 
Pred Var*F  0.04  0.05  -0.02  0.09 
Pred Var*G*DT  0.00  0.00  -0.01  0.00 
Pred Var*G  0.06  0.00   0.07 -0.03 
Indirect:  0.05 -0.04  -0.01 -0.02 
Direct:  0.35 -0.22   0.60 -0.26 







Fig. 2.1 Short-term physiology metrics for the two populations by temperature (NC in 
column 1 and NS in column 2). Row 1: Mass at the start of the 5th instar feeding trial (A). 
Row 2: Consumption during feeding trial (mg). Row 3: Mass gained during feeding trial 
(mg). Row 4: Frass production during feeding trial in the 5th instar (mg) (D). Metrics are 
averaged over individuals within a treatment and plotted per population with standard error 
bars. Lines represent fertilization treatment (solid line is LN or no fertilizer, and dotted line is 








Fig. 2.2 Long-term life history traits for the two populations by temperature (NC in column 1 
and NS in column 2). Row 1: Pupal mass (mg) two days after pupation. Row 2: Development 
time from 4th to pupation (days). Metrics are averaged over individuals within a treatment 
and plotted per population with standard error bars. Lines represent fertilization treatment 










Fig. 2.3 Nitrogen concentration (% dry wt) by temperature (NC in column 1 and NS in 
column 2). Row 1: pupae N content. Row 2: Frass N content. Metrics are averaged over 5 
individuals within a treatment and plotted per population with standard error bars. Lines 
represent fertilization treatment (solid line is LN or no fertilizer, and dotted line is HN or 









Fig. 2.4 Final structural equation model including all hypothesized pathways for the direct 
effects of host plant fertilization and temperature on consumption, frass production, and 48 hr 
growth, development time from 4th to pupation, and pupal mass and their indirect effects 
mediated through consumption, frass production, 48 hr growth, and development time. 
Positive effects are indicated by solid lines, and negative effects by dashed lines. Dotted lines 









Fig. 2.5 Structural equation model for the direct effects of host plant fertilization and 
temperature on consumption, frass production, and 48 hr growth, development time from 4th 
to pupation, and pupal mass and their indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass 
production, 48 hr growth, and development time in the NS population (top) and the NC 
population (bottom). The width of the path corresponds with the magnitude of the effect. 
Positive significant effects are indicated by solid lines, and negative significant effects by 




CHAPTER III: POPULATION DIVERGENCE IN NUTRIENT X TEMPERATURE 
INTERACTIONS IN PIERIS RAPAE 
 
Introduction 
The nutritional value of host plants has profound effects on the ecology and 
physiology of herbivores and is determined by multiple traits including quantity and quality 
of various nutrients, water content and secondary defensive chemistry composition (Bernays 
& Chapman, 1994; Schoonhoven, Jeremy, & Loon, 1998). Macronutrient quantity and 
quality of host plants can change between species as well as populations of the same species 
due to variation in soil type, water stress, and local nitrogen deposition patterns (Chapin, 
1980; Koch, 1996). Different parts of the same individual plant have also been shown to vary 
in macronutrient content (Deans, Behmer, Fiene, & Sword, 2016). Two important 
macronutrients – dietary protein and carbohydrate – have been studied most extensively in 
herbivore nutritional ecology. The balance of these two macronutrients influences insect 
herbivore performance and food selection (reviewed in Behmer, 2009). 
 For many insect herbivores, the uptake of protein and carbohydrate has the greatest 
influence on growth and body mass. Protein is a source of nitrogen for growth and 
maintenance of tissues, production of enzymes, and a source of metabolic energy (Slansky & 
Feeny, 1977). Carbohydrate is the major source of metabolic energy, and is also used for 
production of body lipids and non-essential amino acids as well as for structural purposes 
(i.e. cuticle deposition) (O’Brien, Fogel, & Boggs, 2002). Experiments using artificial diets 







physiology to regulate the intake of these macronutrients (reviewed by Harrison et al., 2012; 
Clissold et al., 2013). For example, some insects have the ability to increase their 
consumption when fed nutritionally deficient foods, a behavior known as compensatory 
feeding, in order to achieve optimal intake targets of a specific macronutrient (Lee, 
Raubenheimer, & Simpson, 2004; Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993; Simpson & Simpson, 
1990; Slansky & Wheeler, 1992; Wheeler & Slansky, 1991). Other insects are able to 
acclimate to nutritionally deficient diets and elongate their guts in order to increase the 
surface area over which nutrient absorption takes place and increase the efficiency of nutrient 
uptake (Raubenheimer & Bassil, 2007; Yang & Joern, 1994; Yang & Joern, 1994). 
Therefore, macronutrient balance is a primary factor in determining rates of development and 
growth in insect herbivores (Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993, 2009). 
Because temperature influences the metabolic rate and energy requirements of 
ectotherms, temperature and nutrition together greatly influence life history outcomes for 
ectotherms by affecting growth efficiencies (Angilletta, 2009; Kingsolver & Huey, 2008). 
However, traditional views of thermal effects on energy budgets that look at caloric or 
nitrogen concentration do not take into account the type or balance of multiple nutrients 
being ingested. A recent study found that adding nitrogen and therefore protein via 
fertilization of host plants improves thermal reaction norms for larval performance in the 
invasive butterfly Pieris rapae (Chapter 2). In both populations studied, larval growth rates 
increased, consumption decreased, development time decreased, and pupal mass increased 
across development temperatures when larvae were fed on a highly fertilized host plant. 
However, it was not clear if this larval life history improvement was due simply to the 







To be able to understand how the addition of protein and the balance of protein to 
carbohydrate affects the thermal performance of Lepidopteran larvae, artificial diets varying 
in macronutrient ratio can be used. This approach standardizes overall energy content across 
diets, as well as the allelochemical concentration and water content to fully understand how 
macronutrient ratio affects performance. Specifically, the geometric framework approach 
using three or more artificial diets can reveal performance consequences associated with 
various macronutrient ratios (Behmer, 2009; Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993). This 
approach has been used to study macronutrient ratio preference and performance in several 
different Lepidopteran species (reviewed in Behmer, 2009).  
Some studies have examined the effects of macronutrient ratio on thermal 
performance in insects, but most of this work has been done using Orthopterans including 
locusts (Miller, Clissold, Mayntz, & Simpson, 2009; Coggan, Clissold, & Simpson, 2011; 
Clissold et al., 2013) and grasshoppers (Yang & Joern, 1994), which are mobile both as 
nymphs and adults and therefore more able to make behavioral choices regarding nutrition 
and microclimate. In contrast, little work has been done with the less mobile larval life stages 
in Lepidoptera and other holometabolous insects (Jang, Rho, Koh, & Lee, 2015; Lee, Jang, 
Ravzanaadii, & Rho, 2015; Lee & Roh, 2010). 
Additionally, many studies manipulating both nutrition and temperature in insects 
suggest that changes in long-term life history metrics such as body size are the direct result of 
changes in short-term physiological rates like larval consumption and frass production, and 
relate to observed differences in larval growth rate (Clissold et al., 2013; Kingsolver, 
Shlichta, Ragland, & Massie, 2006; Kingsolver & Woods, 1998; Lindroth, Klein, Hemming, 







assumed and very few studies actually quantify and distinguish differences in life history 
traits due to changes in short-term physiological metrics vs. other developmental mechanisms 
that may be altered by nutrition and temperature. For example, environmental variation has 
been show to affect hormone balances that are known to influence developmental decisions 
and timing (Davidowitz, D’Amico, & Nijhout, 2004). Structural equation modelling (SEM) 
can be used to reveal differences in mediating physiological rates and other developmental 
mechanisms by quantifying indirect vs. direct effects on overall development time and pupal 
mass. 
Using artificial diets that vary in macronutrient ratio but not in overall energy content, 
this study investigates two alternate questions about how macronutrient ratio influences 
short-term physiological rates including consumption, frass production, and growth and long-
term life history traits including development time and pupal mass of P. rapae: 1) Does a 
balanced macronutrient diet (1P:1C) improve short-term rates and long-term life history traits 
in P. rapae at different temperatures, or 2) Does a high protein diet (2.5P:1C) improve short-
term rates and long-term life history traits of larval life history traits in P. rapae at different 
temperatures? This study also examines how the interaction between macronutrient ratio and 
temperature changes between two locally adapted populations of P. rapae from low latitude 
North Carolina, USA and high latitude Nova Scotia, CA. Previous research has found that 
these invasive P. rapae populations’ larval life history traits respond differently to changes in 
developmental temperature due to differences in latitude, temperature variability, and season 
length (Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013; Seiter, Ohsaki, & Kingsolver, 2013). We test the above 
hypotheses by examining survival, growth, and development of larval Pieris rapae 







three artificial diet treatments varying in the ratio of protein to carbohydrate (P:C). We relate 
changes in short-term rates to long-term life history traits and compare between these two 
invasive North American populations using SEM. 
Methods 
Study system 
We studied reaction norms for larval life history traits in two populations of the 
invasive cabbage white butterfly (Pieris rapae). P. rapae is native to Europe and utilizes wild 
and domesticated members of the Brassicaceae family as larval host plants. It was introduced 
to south-eastern Canada on cabbages imported from Europe in the 1860s and rapidly 
colonized most of North America, spreading across the continent (Scudder, 1887). Previous 
studies of P. rapae from North Carolina, USA and Nova Scotia, CA (hereby known as NC 
and NS respectively) indicate that these populations have diverged in thermal reaction norms 
for body size and development time both from each other and from ancestral populations in 
Europe (Kingsolver, Massie, Ragland, & Smith, 2007; Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013). Seiter and 
Kingsolver (2013) specifically found that high latitude Nova Scotia population have higher 
growth rates as temperature increases in comparison to the low latitude North Carolina 
population due to differences in season length and climate variability. 
Artificial diets 
The diets used included a 1P:2.5C (low protein), 1P:1C (balanced), and 2.5P:1C (high 
protein) and all diets contained the same overall amount of energy. Following a modified 
“high protein” lepidopteran diet described by Kingsolver and Woods (1998) originally 
derived from (Troetschler, Malone, Bucago, & Johnston, 1985), we prepared a dry, meridic 







of dry ingredients was blended with 2% agar solution in a 6:1 agar solution:dry ingredient 
diet ratio. Collard powder, prepared by pulverizing dried, 12-week old, greenhouse grown 
collard greens (B. oleraceae) was added to act as a feeding stimulant for P. rapae. A subset 
of five diet block samples ranging between 1500-2000mg of each diet type were lyophilized 
and analyzed for total N and C content using an elemental analyzer at the NCSU EATS 
laboratory in Raleigh, NC (Appendix 3.3). 
Experimental design 
In June and July of 2015, we used a full factorial design consisting of three artificial 
diets varying in macronutrient ratio (i.e. P:C) with three developmental temperatures (28, 25 
and 32ºC) in the NC population (Table 3.1). In August and September of 2015, we used the 
same full factorial design in the NS population. Gravid females were collected from an 
organic farm in Cedar Grove, NC (32.23°N) during June 2015 and brought back to 
laboratory facilities at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Eggs were obtained in 
a similar manner from adult females collected at an organic farm in Wolfville, Nova Scotia 
(45.11°N) during August 2015. These females were immobilized in glassine envelopes and 
over-night shipped to Chapel Hill, NC (Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013). Our experiment included 
21 families of P. rapae caterpillars from North Carolina (N=191), and 17 families from Nova 
Scotia (N=325). The NC and NS population are unbalanced due to a malfunction in the 11-
35°C chamber at the end of the NC population testing during July 2015 resulting in an 
overnight cold shock and these larvae were therefore excluded from the experiment. 
These females were kept individually in greenhouse conditions (~24°C, 60-80% 
humidity, natural photocycle of 14L:10D) and given fresh collard leaves (Brassica oleracea) 







around the base of each egg with dissecting scissors and placed on balanced diet in a large 
communal petri dish inside an environmental chamber (Percival 36-VL: Percival Scientific, 
Perry, IA, USA) fluctuating between 11-35⁰C daily with 14L:10D photoperiod until 
hatching. Each sibling group was kept together in the same communal dish, but separated by 
date laid. After hatching, sibling groups were checked daily for new instars and diet was 
replaced every 48 hours to maintain freshness. Upon molting into the 3rd instar, each 
caterpillar was removed from the communal dish using a paintbrush and given its own 
unique ID number. The date of 3rd instar and mass were recorded and each caterpillar was 
placed singly on a control 1:1 diet block inside a small, clean petri dish. Larvae were checked 
daily and diet blocks were replaced every 48 hours to maintain freshness. 
Sibling groups were randomly divided across the 9 treatments upon molting into the 
4th instar (Table 3.1). Date and mass were recorded on the first day of the 4th and 5th instar, on 
the 3rd day of the 5th instar, and again two days after pupation. During the first two days of 
the 5th instar, caterpillars were placed into a 48 hour feeding trial. Each caterpillar was placed 
inside a clean petri dish and given a fresh, weighed diet block (between 1500-2000mg) 
according to their treatment which was weighed again at the start of the 3rd day of the 5th 
instar. Remaining, uneaten diet blocks were weighed upon the completion of the feeding trial 
and placed inside an individual labeled, plastic ziplocked bag for later consumption analysis. 
After the feeding trial, caterpillars were replaced into treatments on a fresh diet block and 
allowed to pupate. Upon pupation, the date was recorded and pupae were allowed to harden 
for 48 hours before mass was recorded. 
Consumption during the feeding trial was calculated as the diet initial dry weight 







quantify frass production, frass generated during the feeding trial was collected and weighed 
inside tared microcentrifuge tubes and frozen at -80ºC for later dry weight and total 
elemental nitrogen analyses. A total of 15 pupae from each treatment were sacrificed and 
frozen at -80ºC to calculate dry mass ratios and total elemental nitrogen analyses. A subset of 
5 samples were used to calculate dry mass ratios, and an additional 5 samples were used for 
total elemental nitrogen analyses. All elemental N analyses were conducted using an 
elemental analyser at the North Carolina State University Environmental and Agricultural 
Testing Service in Raleigh, NC. See Appendix 3.3 for total elemental N analyses and 
Appendix 3.4 for more details on drying protocols and dry mass calculations.  
The remaining pupae from each treatment were allowed to eclose inside their 
treatment temperature in plastic cups containing a craft stick lined with a piece of damp filter 
paper and secured with a piece of bridal veil mesh and rubber band. Cups were checked daily 
to determine the date of eclosion. Newly eclosed individuals were sexed and freeze killed at -
20°C. 
Statistical analyses 
Short-term consumption, mass gain, and frass production during the feeding trial, and 
long-term pupal mass, and development time from 4th to pupation were analyzed using mixed 
linear models in the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2017) in R version 3.4.1 (R Core Team, 
2017) with diet treatment, temperature, the interaction of diet and temperature, and 
population as fixed effects. Diet, temperature, and population were coded as factors. Because 
the mass at the start of the feeding trial can influence the amount consumed per individual, 
mass at the start of the 5th instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for the mass gain 







fixed effect for the pupal mass analysis because this was the initial mass at the start of the 
experimental treatments. Similarly, age at the start of the 4th instar (i.e. number of days since 
hatching) was additionally included as a fixed effect for the development time analysis to test 
for differences due to developmental speeds at the start of the treatments. We also analyzed 
for sex differences, and we found no interactions of sex with diet, temperature, or the 
interaction between diet and temperature and therefore report results for all individuals 
together. All analyses included mother as a random intercept. P-values are reported based on 
analysis of variance (Table 3.2). 
Similarly, larval survival to pupation was also analyzed as a binomial response 
variable using the glmer function from the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & 
Walker, 2015) with diet treatment, temperature, the interaction of diet and temperature, and 
population as fixed effects, and mother as a random intercept. P-values are reported based on 
analysis of deviance in the text. 
We used structural equation modeling (SEM; also, path analysis) to quantify the 
relative contributions of the direct effects of diet and temperature on pupal mass versus their 
indirect effects mediated via consumption, frass production, 48 hour growth, and 
development time between populations. Indirect effects were calculated by multiplying along 
each individual path coefficient to obtain the total path contribution to pupal mass. Diet and 
temperature were included as exogenous variables. Due to constraints of using a nominal 
categorical variables in SEM models, the diet variable was included as the low protein 
(1P:2.5C) and high protein (2.5P:1C) diets relative to the balanced (1P:1C) diet and coded as 
a dummy variable (0/1) (Rosseel, 2012), therefore the balanced diet is dropped from the 







variables. Temperature was included as a continuous predictor. Consumption, frass 
production, 48 hour growth, development time, and pupal mass were included as endogenous 
variables. Our analyses for the proposed pathways were predicted based on a previous study 
of temperature and nutrition in P. rapae (Chapter 2). We predicted increasing temperature 
would increase short-term consumption, frass, and growth rates during the 48 hour feeding 
trial and decrease long-term development time and pupal mass (Fig. 3.4). The predictions for 
diet were less certain. If balanced diet was best, we predicted a decrease in short-term rates 
and long-term pupal mass and increased development time on both diets represented in the 
model, or alternatively an increase in short-term consumption and frass production if P. 
rapae is capable of compensatory feeding. If high protein diet was best, we predicted an 
increase in consumption, frass, growth, and pupal mass and decrease in development time on 
high protein diet, and a decrease in consumption, frass, growth, and pupal mass and increased 
development time on low protein diet. 
Because structural equation models are developed a priori and development time and 
pupal mass are strongly correlated in insects (see explanation of temperature-size rule in 
insects in Atkinson, 1994), we included development time as an endogenous variable 
contributing to pupal mass. We also report the results for a similarly written model in which 
we left out pupal mass and report just the effects for development time to help illustrate this 
correlation (Appendices 3.5-3.8). 
After testing the fit of the global model, we conducted a multigroup comparison 
between the NC and NS populations on the full dataset standardized to the grand mean to 
determine the degree to which the two populations fit the global model. Then we tested if the 







comparing a fully unconstrained multigroup model to a multigroup model where the 
population variable was constrained (i.e. the population parameter was set to be equal). We 
then subset the data by population, standardized each subset by the population mean, 
analyzed each population by the same model described above, and reported the standardized 
path coefficients estimated from the model for each population separately. The standardized 
path coefficients estimated are regression coefficients (beta weights) of standardized 
variables (mean=0, SD=1). All SEM analyses were done using the lavaan package in R 
(Rosseel, 2012). All models were fit using Maximum Likelihood Estimation and report 
overall model fit using the Satorra-Bentler scaled test statistic (Rosseel, 2012). 
Results 
Short-term life history traits 
Mass at 5th instar increased with increasing temperature (Fig. 3.1A and 1B, Table 3.2) 
but diet did not have an effect. Similarly, short-term consumption during the 48 hour feeding 
trial increased with increasing temperature, but consumption was also affected by diet ratio 
as the amount consumed on the low protein diet was lower relative to the balanced and high 
protein diets (Fig. 3.1C and 1D, Table 3.2). Short-term mass gain followed similar patterns to 
consumption also increasing with increasing temperature and the amount of mass gained on 
the low protein diet was lower relative to the balanced and high protein diets (Fig. 3.1E and 
1F, Table 3.2). Short-term frass production also increased with increasing temperature, but 
was not affected by diet ratio (Fig. 3.1G and 1H, Table 3.2). Frass N concentration (% dry 
weight) increased with increasing protein treatment, increased with temperature, and differed 
between populations (Fig. 3.2, Appendix 3.9). Frass C concentration (% dry weight) 







and differed between populations (Appendices 3.9-3.10). These data show that there are 
strong temperature effects on short-term physiological rates, and that diet macronutrient ratio 
does affect short-term physiological rates of P. rapae at different temperatures. High protein 
ratio diet did not improve the thermal performance of these short-term rates in comparison to 
the balanced ratio diet. However, short-term effects of consumption, mass gain, and frass 
production are decreased on the low protein diet across temperatures, and the short-term 
differences between diet treatments are greatest at the cold developmental temperatures. 
 The temperature and diet effects on short-term physiological rates were largely 
similar in direction and magnitude between populations with some key differences. Mass at 
the start of the 5th instar was different between populations and the NS population was on 
average larger relative to NC going into the feeding trial, however this did not affect 
consumption between populations but the variation across treatments was greater in NC than 
in NS. Population also did not affect overall mass gain, however populations did respond 
differently to temperature such that in NC, the mass gain increased from 25 to 32°C, but 
decreased at 32°C in NS. Low protein diet also reduced mass gain by a larger amount in NC 
than in NS. Frass production increased with temperature more in NS than in NC, and was 
also higher on low protein diet in NS than in NC. 
Long-term life history traits 
The strong effect of diet in cold developmental temperatures observed in short-term 
physiological rates also resulted in strong population differences in overall survival to 
pupation. The populations had lower survival to pupation on the low protein diet (83%) than 







18°C (81%), and highest at 25°C (>95%) and 32°C (92%), and differed between populations 
such that NS had higher survival to pupation than NC (93% vs. 84% respectively). 
Largely driven by the low survival to pupation in NC (24%) when fed low protein 
diet at 18°C (Fig. 3.3A), analysis of deviance detected significant main effects of diet 
(χ 22=14.199, p<0.001, d.f.=2), temperature (χ 
2
2=25.934, p<0.0001, d.f.=2), and population 
(NC vs NS) (χ 21=12.787, p<0.001, d.f.=1) on the probability of survival to pupation. There 
were also strong interactions between temperature by population (χ 22=15.439, p<0.001, 
d.f.=2), and diet and population (χ 22=10.000, p=0.0067, d.f.=2), but not between temperature 
and diet (χ 24=4.363, p=0.3591, d.f.=4) as the decrease in survival in the low protein and low 
temperature combination was observed only in NC and was 93% in this treatment in NS 
resulting in a strong three way interaction between temperature, diet, and population 
(χ 24=13.499, p=0.0091, d.f.=4). 
Pupal mass was also effected by both temperature and diet. Pupal masses was 
generally greatest at 25°C (Fig. 3.3C and 2D, Table 3.3), and were lower on the low protein 
diet relative to the balanced and high protein diets but did not increase between the balanced 
and high protein diets. Development time was strongly decreased as temperature increased, 
and development times were longest on the low protein diet and did not differ greatly 
between the balanced and high protein diets (Fig. 3.3E and 2F, Table 3.3). Pupal N 
concentration (% dry weight) increased with increasing protein treatment, and was generally 
highest at 25°C (Fig. 3.2, Appendix 3.9). Overall, NC has higher N concentrations than NS 
across treatments, and NS had a greater variation in N concentration across diets than NC 
(Fig. 3.2, Appendix 3.9). Pupal C concentration (% dry weight) is harder to interpret due to 








(Appendices 3.9-3.10). Pupal C concentrations were different between populations, as NC 
pupal C concentrations were more linear between diet treatments, but did not differ between 
the balanced and high protein treatments in NS (Appendices 3.9-3.10).  
Although the general patterns of pupal mass being highest at 25°C on both the 
balanced and high protein diets were the same in both populations, the variation in pupal 
mass across treatments was greater in NC than in NS. This variation was strongly driven by 
diet which had a stronger effect in NC than in NS due to the large decrease in pupal mass on 
the low protein diet relative to the balanced and high protein diets across temperatures in NC. 
Similarly, development time in NC was much more sensitive to diet ratio than in NS and this 
was mostly due to the strong difference in development at the low temperature on the low 
protein diet in NC. Development times were approximately 10 days longer on the low protein 
diet at 18°C in NC than any other treatment combination in either population (Fig. 3.3E and 
3F, Table 3.3). 
Direct and indirect associations between short-term and long-term life history traits 
We used structural equation modeling (SEM) to quantify the direct and indirect 
associations among temperature and diet, short-term physiological rates including 
consumption, frass production, and mass gain during a 48 hr feeding trial, and long-term life 
history metrics including development time and pupal mass (Fig. 3.4, Table 3.4). The R2 
values for the global model for endogenous variables were relatively high (R2=0.776, 0.228, 
0.289, 0.727, and 0.994 for consumption, frass production, mass gain, development time, and 
pupal mass respectively), indicating the hypothesized SEM adequately fit the data. The 
Satorra-Bentler chi-square value was 3.144 with 2 degrees of freedom (p=0.208) indicating a 







Separate analyses for the populations showed that when all parameters were allowed 
to be different, the populations did respond differently (Fig. 3.5, Table 3.5). The constrained 
multigroup analysis where population was set to be equal between groups significantly 
differed from the unconstrained model where population was allowed to be different between 
groups indicating that the population term was an important factor in fitting the data 
(χ 240=536.47, p<0.0001). The R
2 values for the NC model (R2=0.855, 0.093, 0.434, 0.782, 
and 0.997 for consumption, frass production, mass gain, development time, and pupal mass 
respectively) and the NS model (R2=0.771, 0.537, 0.271, 0.779, and 0.990 for consumption, 
frass production, mass gain, development time, and pupal mass respectively) were similar to 
the global model but demonstrate that the importance of the mediating frass production 
variable was quite different between populations. 
SEM demonstrated that both short-term physiological rates and long-term life history 
traits in both populations were influenced by macronutrient ratio and temperature. The SEM 
for the NC population alone, demonstrated that the standardized total effects (including both 
direct and indirect pathways) of predictor variables on pupal mass were found to be -0.21435 
for the temperature effect (recall that total effects are the sum of all pathways) and -0.63221 
and -0.16629 for the low protein and high protein diet effects respectively (Table 3.5). Thus, 
the low protein diet had the greatest total effect on pupal mass in NC, followed by 
temperature and the high protein diet. The predominant effect of low protein diet was indirect 
(-0.67121) rather than direct (0.039). The indirect effect of low protein diet was most 
strongly mediated through 48 hr growth (-0.48758, Table 3.5). The predominant effect of 
temperature was also indirect (0.11935) rather than direct (-0.095), as was the effect of high 







of temperature and high protein diet were also most strongly mediated through 48 hr growth. 
Temperature had the strongest total effect on development time when pupal mass was 
dropped from the model and only development time was included as an exogenous variable 
(Appendix 3.5-3.7). The low protein effect was the second strongest effect and similarly 
predominantly indirect rather than direct consistent with the analyses for pupal mass 
(Appendices 3.5-3.7). 
The SEM for the NS population alone, demonstrated that the standardized total 
effects (including both direct and indirect pathways) of predictor variables on pupal mass 
were found to be -0.14432 for the temperature effect and -0.30261 for the low protein diet 
effect and -0.03431745 for the high protein diet effect respectively (Table 3.5). Thus, the low 
protein diet also had the greatest total effect on pupal mass in NS, followed by temperature 
and the high protein diet. The predominant effect of low protein diet was solely indirect (-
0.30261), and was most strongly mediated through 48 hr growth (-0.33648). The 
predominant effect of temperature was also indirect (0.11332) rather than direct (-0.031), as 
was the effect of high protein diet (0.028331745 for indirect and -0.006 for direct 
respectively). The indirect effects of temperature and high protein diet were also most 
strongly mediated through 48 hr growth. Low protein diet also had the strongest total effect 
on development time when pupal mass was dropped from the model and only development 
time was included as an exogenous variable and this effect was similarly predominantly 








Interactions of temperature and diet ratio on short-term responses and life history traits 
Our results for the main effects of developmental temperate and macronutrient ratio 
on short-term feeding and growth in P. rapae are similar to those reported for other insects 
(Angilletta, 2009; Lee et al., 2015; Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993; Simpson & Simpson, 
1990): Increasing either temperature or dietary P:C ratio increased short-term rates of 
consumption and mass gain (Fig. 3.1). Rates of mass gain were similar on high protein and 
balanced (1:1) diets but lower in low protein diets, suggesting that dietary protein rather than 
carbohydrate are more strongly limiting for growth, a pattern reported in many herbivorous 
caterpillars (Behmer, 2009; Deans, Sword, & Behmer, 2015; Scriber & Slansky Jr, 1981; 
Slansky & Feeny, 1977). Many studies with insect herbivores, including P. rapae, have 
demonstrated increased consumption rates in response to reduced nutrient concentrations, a 
response known as compensatory feeding (Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993; Slansky & 
Wheeler, 1992; Wheeler & Slansky, 1991); our results provide no evidence for compensatory 
feeding in response to macronutrient ratio.  This suggests that compensatory feeding is a 
response to the quantity, not the balance, of key nutrients in this system. Note however that 
the effects of dietary macronutrients on consumption and growth vary across rearing 
temperature and between populations (see below). 
Our results are also similar to the main effects of developmental temperature and 
macronutrient ratio on long-term life history traits reported in other insects (Lee et al., 2015; 
Lee & Roh, 2010; Lindroth et al., 1997). Increasing temperature reduced pupal mass and 
development time, whereas increasing P:C ratio increased pupal mass and reduced 








and development time were similar for balanced and high-protein diets, with significantly 
lower performance on the low-protein diets. Importantly, the negative consequences of a low 
P:C diet were greatest at the lowest rearing temperature resulting in small pupal size and long 
development times under these conditions (Fig. 3.3). One interesting consequence of this 
effect of our studies is that dietary quality alters the thermal reaction forms for life history 
traits (Lee et al., 2015; Lee & Roh, 2010). For example, the slope of the thermal reaction 
norm for pupal size changes from negative to positive (or zero) with decreasing P:C ratio. 
Several previous studies have shown that hostplant quality can change the slops of thermal 
reaction norms for final size in other insects, but these studies often use multiple host plant 
species (Diamond & Kingsolver, 2010) or fertilization manipulations (Chapter 2). Fewer 
studies have examined specifically P:C ratio effects improving the generality of these 
responses (but see Lee et al., 2015). 
Population differences 
Pieris rapae is native to Europe, first invaded southeastern Canada (probably from 
Great Britain) in 1860, and by 1875 had established populations across a range of latitudes in 
eastern North America (Scudder, 1887). Previous studies have demonstrated significant 
differences in thermal reaction norms and life history traits among P. rapae populations 
across this latitude and climatic gradient (Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013). For example, common 
garden experiments showed that P. rapae from North Carolina had faster larval growth and 
larger pupal mass at higher (26.7 C) rearing temperatures than those from Nova Scotia. 
However, population differences for the joint effects of temperature and dietary 
macronutrients have not been examined in this or other insect herbivores. A key finding from 








higher latitude (NS) population, with substantial differences in temperature by nutrient 
interactions between the populations. In particular, the low protein diet produced greater 
negative consequences for both short-term performance and life history traits in the NC than 
the NS population. These population differences are most striking at low developmental 
temperatures, at which NC individuals on low protein had much lower survival,  slower 
growth and development and smaller pupal mass (Figs. 1-2). 
Seiter and colleagues (Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013; Seiter et al., 2013) argued that the 
population differences in P. rapae, which have likely evolved within the last 160 years since 
its invasion of North America, reflect differences in seasonal climate and natural enemies 
along this latitudinal gradient.  The growing season is much longer and mean growing-season 
temperatures are higher in NC than in NS; the more rapid growth and larger pupal size at 
higher temperatures characteristic of NC P. rapae may allow them to complete more 
generations per year (4-6) (Seiter & Kingsolver, 2013). Our present results suggest that these 
population patterns change substantially with macronutrient balance.  For example on 
balanced or high-protein diet, NC individuals faster mean consumption and growth and 
greater pupal size than those from NS, but these population differences are reversed on low-
protein diet (Fig. 3.1 -2).  Because these effects interact with temperature, nutrient balance 
also has large effects on the slopes of thermal reaction norms for size and development time 
in NC, but less so in NS. 
The adaptive significance of these population differences in sensitivity to nutrient 
balance are unclear. P. rapae populations across eastern North America utilize both 
domesticated Brassica and other wild mustards as hostplants. There is typically a single 








Carolina, primarily in spring and fall. We hypothesize that the brief season in NS selects for 
caterpillars who are insensitive to leaf quality. Alternatively, 18°C may be close to the lower 
thermal limit for sustainable growth in NC larvae. Poorer nutritional quality at low temperature 
impacts their survival, as observed in Manduca sexta on low quality hosts at lower 
temperatures (Diamond & Kingsolver, 2010). 
Connecting physiological and life history responses to environmental variation 
Many studies have documented the effects of developmental temperatures and 
nutrition on short-term responses (e.g. rates of consumption, frass production and growth) or 
life history traits (survival, development time, final size) (Angilletta, Steury, & Sears, 2004; 
Fielding & Defoliart, 2007; Knapp & Uhnavá, 2014; Miller et al., 2009; Morehouse & 
Rutowski, 2010). But to what extent do short-term responses to these environmental factors 
cause the observed changes in life history? Our structural equation modeling shows that both 
temperature and macronutrient effects on pupal mass are strongly mediated through short-
term consumption, growth, and frass production as demonstrated by stronger overall indirect 
effects than direct effects. This is in contrast to a similar study investigating the interactive 
effects of temperature and fertilization in P. rapae (Chapter 2) which found stronger direct 
than indirect effects. We hypothesize that our analyses successfully elucidate these indirect 
pathways better than Chapter 2 due to the more controlled nature of diet macronutrient 
manipulations – for example, the diets used in this study contain the same overall energy 
content whereas the previous fertilization study could not. Therefore we suggest that in 
studies using artificial diets, long-term life history traits are strongly mediated by short-term 








for understanding life history traits (Angilletta et al., 2004; Flatt & Heyland, 2011; Nylin & 
Gotthard, 1998; Ricklefs & Wikelski, 2002; Zera & Harshman, 2001).  
Our results help elucidate the directions of these indirect pathways through 
consumption, frass production, and growth (See dotted arrows in Fig. 3.4). Interestingly, only 
one pathway following high protein (remember the effect is calculated in reference to the 
balanced diet) is significant such that it shows high protein diet decreasing short-term 
growth, but only in NC suggesting that performance across metrics is not decreased or 
increased greatly by the imbalanced, high protein diet. A similar study investigating in 
Spodoptera litura, found that diets imbalanced in either direction (i.e. low protein or high 
protein) decrease thermal performance but extra protein does not seem to decrease final size 
in P. rapae in either population tested. Our study did identify a negative pathway of low 
protein diet on consumption in NC, and a positive pathway of low protein on frass production 
in NS. 
Study limitations and future directions 
Unlike many studies of diet ratio, the food compositions in this study could be 
encountered by caterpillars in the natural environment due to differences in agricultural 
fertilization practices between regions as fertilization of crop plants increases P:C ratio of 
collard leaf matter (Chapter 2). Previous studies using fertilized collard greens in P. rapae 
show that consumption is decreased on non-fertilized collards in comparison to fertilized 
collards (Slansky and Feeny 1977) even at increased developmental temperatures (Chapter 2). 
Hence, a significant temperature:diet interaction has ecological implications and explicitly 
demonstrates how nutritional conditions can influence organismal performance in relation to 







approach to produce diets that would have an effect without reducing survival (Morehouse and 
Rutowski, 2010, N. Morehouse, personal communication), and it is therefore very interesting 
that we observed such low survival (~25%) on the low protein diet at only 18°C in the NC 
population. 
 Our finding that the addition of protein does not improve thermal performance in either 
population is consistent with behavioral diet choice experiments in other Lepidopteran species. 
Although, diet choice experiments have not yet been done in P. rapae, previous findings in 
other Lepidopteran larvae (summarized by Behmer 2009) found that most Lepidopteran larvae 
preferentially feed on balanced diet ratio diets. When given the choice between a low and high 
protein diet, most Lepidopteran species select a balanced intake ratio of 1P:1C. Our data 
suggests that both populations we studied should preferentially feed for a balanced diet, these 
preferred intake ratios should be confirmed with behavioral choice studies. Additionally, our 
study does not take into account the possibility of early acclimation to diet ratio in the early 
instars which has been shown to influence nutrient selection and regulation in other 
Lepidopteran species (Lee, Kwon, & Roh, 2012). If acclimation to diet ratio occurs, the poorer 
performance on the imbalanced ratios tested relative to the balanced diet might be due to 
switching the caterpillars from the balanced diet to the imbalanced diets at the 4th 
developmental instar. Therefore, additional experiments should be conducted to study diet 
acclimation in this species. 
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Table 3.1 The experimental design included a pretreatment period where all individuals in both populations were hatched and raised 
on balanced diet through the 3rd instar. Upon molting into the 4th instar, individuals were divided among 9 treatments (3 temperatures 
x 3 diets) and remained on these diets through pupation. Short-term rate measurements were taken on the 1st and 3rd day of 5th instar to 
calculate 48 hour consumption, mass gain, and frass production and long-term life history traits were measured at pupation.  
 Pretreatment Treatments Measurements 
Stage: 1st  through 3rd 4th  pupae Short-term rates during 48 hr 5th 
instar feeding trial 
Long-term traits 
at pupation 

















Table 3.2 ANOVA of short-term physiological metrics including mass at 5th instar, consumption, growth and frass production during 
the 48 hour feeding trial. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Diet, temperature, and population are factors.  
  Mass at 5th Consumption Growth Frass 
 d.f. F p F p F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,459 2684.2628 <0.0001 7186.663 <0.0001 1838.7506 <0.0001 694.4085 <0.0001 
Population 1,38 8.0754 0.0072 10.942 0.0021 0.0033 0.9543 0.6314 0.4318 
Temperature 2,459 38.6286 <0.0001 1192.588 <0.0001 330.8469 <0.0001 82.8044 <0.0001 
Diet 2,459 0.1446 0.8654 21.888 <0.0001 49.2889 <0.0001 1.3556 0.2588 
Mass at 5th 1,459 -- -- 41.857 <0.0001 6.4864 0.0112 43.9459 <0.0001 
Pop:Temp 2,459 10.3249 <0.0001 45.322 <0.0001 4.0485 0.0181 3.5805 0.0286 
Pop:Diet 2,459 2.2180 0.1100 28.748 <0.0001 29.9440 <0.0001 1.1766 0.3093 
Temp:Diet 4,459 0.6287 0.6423 2.487 0.0428 2.2665 0.0612 1.4189 0.2266 







Table 3.3 ANOVA of the long-term life history metrics including pupal mass and 
development time from hatching to pupation. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted 
in bold. Diet, temperature, and population are factors.  
  Pupal mass Development time 
 d.f. F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,459 3743.394 <0.0001 4310.405 <0.0001 
Population 1,38 7.118   0.0112 3.876 0.0563 
Temperature 2,459 43.788 <0.0001 1072.619 <0.0001 
Diet 2,459 87.402 <0.0001 78.905 <0.0001 
Mass at 4th 1,459 55.013 <0.0001 1.576 0.2100 
Age at 4th  -- -- 0.814 0.4436 
Pop:Temp 2,459 5.136 0.0062 -- -- 
Pop:Diet 2,459 38.712 <0.0001 15.996 <0.0001 
Temp:Diet 4,459 3.949 0.0037 24.370 <0.0001 








Table 3.4 Standardized path coefficient estimates and p values for the direct effects of diet 
macronutrients balance (1P:2.5C and 2.5P:1C respectively) and temperature (T) on 
consumption (C), frass production (F), growth (G), development time (DT), and pupal mass 
(PM) and their indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass production, and growth 
for both populations. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.  
 NC NS 
Path Estimate p Estimate p 
C ~ 1P:2.5C -0.312 0.000 -0.010 0.737 
C ~ 2.5P:1C -0.048 0.120  0.013 0.677 
C ~ T  0.876 0.000  0.878 0.000 
F ~ 1P:2.5C  0.105 0.271  0.124 0.005 
F ~ 2.5P:1C -0.018 0.818 -0.047 0.286 
F ~ T -0.237 0.171  0.402 0.000 
F ~ C  0.525 0.004  0.339 0.000 
G ~ 1P:2.5C  -0.495 0.000 -0.343 0.000 
G ~ 2.5P:1C -0.146 0.016 -0.016 0.771 
G ~ T -0.631 0.000 -0.873 0.000 
G ~ C  0.500 0.001  0.511 0.000 
G ~ F -0.091 0.111  0.385 0.000 
DT ~ 1P:2.5C  0.144 0.005  0.111 0.001 
DT ~ 2.5P:2.5C  0.022 0.562  0.037 0.220 
DT ~ T -1.017 0.000 -0.776 0.000 
DT ~ C  0.172 0.066 -0.068 0.245 
DT ~ F  0.081 0.024 -0.035 0.378 
DT ~ G -0.390 0.000 -0.277 0.000 
PM ~ 1P:2.5C  0.039 0.000  0.000 0.944 
PM ~ 2.5P:1C  0.004 0.456 -0.006 0.385 
PM ~ T -0.095 0.000 -0.031 0.056 
PM ~ C  0.061 0.000 -0.014 0.264 
PM ~ F  0.006 0.208  0.018 0.035 
PM ~ G  0.985 0.000  0.981 0.000 
PM ~ DT -0.047 0.000 -0.047 0.000 








Table 3.5 Summary of path tracings used to calculate direct vs. indirect pathways on pupal mass for the low protein, high 
protein, and the temperature exogenous predictor variables in NC. Individual path coefficients are multiplied to calculate the 
total for each path tracing. “Pred Var” represents the value of the predictor variable in the columns on the right of the table, 
“C” represents consumption, “F” represents frass production, “G” represents growth, and “DT” represents development time.  
 NC  NS 
Path tracing 1:2.5 (LP) 2.5:1 (HP) Temp  1:2.5 (LP) 2.5:1 (HP) Temp 
Pred Var*C*G*DT -0.00286 -0.00044  0.008029  -0.00007  0.00009 0.00584 
Pred Var*C*G -0.15366 -0.02364  0.43143  -0.00501  0.00652 0.44013 
Pred Var*C*DT  0.002522  0.00039 -0.00708  -0.00003  0.00004 0.00028 
Pred Var*C -0.01903  -0.00293  0.053436   0.00014 -0.00018 -0.0123 
Pred Var*C*F*G  0.014682  0.00226 -0.04122  -0.00128  0.00166 0.11242 
Pred Var*C*F*G*DT  0.000273  0.00004 -0.00077  -0.00002  0.00002 0.00149 
Pred Var*C*F -0.00098  -0.00015  0.002759  -0.00006  0.00007 0.00536 
Pred Var*C*F*DT  0.000624  0.00009 -0.00175  -0.00005  0.000007 0.00049 
Pred Var*DT -0.00677 -0.00103  0.0478  -0.00522 -0.00174 0.03647 
Pred Var*F*G*DT -0.00018  0.00003  0.000395   0.00062 -0.00024 0.00201 
Pred Var*F*G -0.00941  0.00161  0.021243   0.04683 -0.01775 0.15183 
Pred Var*F*DT -0.0004  0.00007  0.000902   0.00020 -0.00008 0.00066 
Pred Var*F  0.00063  -0.00011 -0.00142   0.00223 -0.00085 0.00724 
Pred Var*G*DT -0.00907  -0.00267 -0.01157  -0.00447 -0.00021 -0.01137 
Pred Var*G -0.48758 -0.14381 -0.62154  -0.33648 -0.0157 -0.85641 
Indirect: -0.67121 -0.17029 -0.11935  -0.30261 -0.028317 -0.11332 
Direct:  0.039  0.004 -0.095   0 -0.006 -0.031 








Fig. 3.1 Mass at 5th instar (mg) (A-B), consumption (mg) (C-D), mass gain (mg) (E-F), and 
dry frass production (mg) (G-H) during the 48 hour feeding trial in the 5th instar by temperature. 
Metrics are averaged over individuals within a treatment and plotted per population with 








Fig. 3.2 Pupal N concertation (% dry wt) in NC (A) and NS (B), and frass N concentration 
(% dry wt) in NC (C) and NS (D) by temperature. Metrics are averaged over 5 individuals 
within a treatment and plotted per population with standard error bars. Lines represent diet 








Fig. 3.3 Proportion of individuals surviving to pupation (A-B), pupal mass (mg) (C-D), and 
development time from 4th to pupation (days) (E-F) by temperature. Metrics are averaged 
over individuals within a treatment and plotted per population with standard error bars. Lines 








Fig. 3.4 Global structural equation model including all hypothesized pathways for the direct 
effects of low protein and high protein diet and temperature on consumption, frass production, 
and 48 hr growth, development time from 4th to pupation, and pupal mass and their indirect 
effects mediated through consumption, frass production, 48 hr growth, and development time. 
Positive effects are indicated by solid lines, and negative effects by dashed lines. Dotted lines 









Fig. 3.5 Structural equation model for the direct effects of diet macronutrient ratio and 
temperature on consumption, frass production, and 48 hr growth, development time from 4th 
to pupation, and pupal mass and their indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass 
production, 48 hr growth, and development time in the NS population (top) and the NC 
population (bottom). The width of the path corresponds with the magnitude of the effect. 
Positive significant effects are indicated by solid lines, and negative significant effects by 








CHAPTER IV: PLASTIC AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES OF PIERIS RAPAE TO 
DIET SWITCHING AND MACRONUTRIENT RATIO
 
Introduction 
Animals require a balance of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and other nutrients for 
successful growth, development and reproduction (Barrett, Hunt, Moore, & Moore, 2009; 
Lee, Kwon, & Roh, 2012; Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993, 1999; Roeder & Behmer, 2014; 
Simpson, Sibly, Lee, Behmer, & Raubenheimer, 2004). For herbivorous insects, the balance 
of  protein to carbohydrate (P:C) is critical for growth and development rates (Behmer, 2009; 
Harrison, Woods, & Roberts, 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2015; Tammaru, Nylin, Ruohomäki, & 
Gotthard, 2004). Many insect herbivores prefer a balanced P:C ratio near 1:1, and achieve 
optimal growth and development on such balanced diets (Raubenheimer & Simpson, 2004). 
Feeding on nutritionally imbalanced diets can reduce rates of growth, development, survival 
and reproduction (Simpson et al., 2004). Insects can respond to variation in macronutrient 
ratio by changes in feeding rate (Lee, Raubenheimer, & Simpson, 2004; Nestel et al., 2016; 
Raubenheimer & Simpson, 1993; Simpson & Simpson, 1990; Slansky & Wheeler, 1992; 
Wheeler & Slansky, 1991), increasing the number of larval or nymphal instars (Lee et al., 
2012), physiological adjustments (Clissold, Tedder, Conigrave, & Simpson, 2010; 
Davidowitz, D’Amico, & Nijhout, 2004; Yang & Joern, 1994), and also through changes in 
behavioral selection of nutrients (Morales-Ramos, Rojas, Shapiro-Ilan, & Tedders, 2011; 








Plastic responses to nutritionally imbalanced diets early in development can alter 
responses to nutritional quality later in development. For example, locusts are able to 
plastically respond to nutritionally deficient diets by gut elongation to increase the surface 
area over which nutrient absorption takes place and increase their efficiency of nutrient 
uptake throughout development (Raubenheimer & Bassil, 2007; Yang & Joern, 1994; Yang 
& Joern, 1994). Locusts can also rebalance absorption of nutrients in their gut by up- or 
down- regulating enzyme production (Clissold et al., 2010). Prior exposure to imbalanced 
diets may also influence behavior. It may cause compensatory feeding – an increase in 
consumption in response to poor nutritional quality – as well as the behavioral selection of a 
preferred macronutrient ratio composition (if given the choice between multiple foods or 
different plant parts that differ in nutritional quality). For example, locusts are also able to 
behaviorally select nutrient ratios based on protein levels but not carbohydrate levels 
(Raubenheimer, 2003; Simpson & Abisgold, 1985). 
However, most research investigating the physiological and behavioral responses to 
imbalanced diets has been done in locusts and other insects that are mobile during early 
developmental life stages, and can move readily among food resources. The relative 
importance of physiological vs. behavioral responses for insects that have less mobile early 
larval stages, including most butterflies and moths (but see Lee et al., 2012; Rho & Lee, 
2015; Simmonds, Simpson, & Blaney, 1992), is largely unknown. Caterpillars may have a 
greater reliance on physiological adaptations to nutritional conditions due to their limited 
mobility and therefore limited ability to behaviorally regulate nutrient uptake between 








important in holometabolous insects as early larval instars are less mobile than later instars 
due to small body size (Reavy, 1993).  
Here we examine how exposure to diets that vary in P:C during early larval 
development affects performance and behavioral responses later in larval development for a 
less mobile insect herbivore. Our experiments use the invasive butterfly Pieris rapae, a 
generalist leaf-feeding caterpillar that eats a variety of wild and domesticated Brassicaceae 
plants that vary in protein to carbohydrate balance. Recent studies show that P. rapae larvae 
maintained on diets with low P:C (low protein) have slower rates of growth and development 
and smaller final sizes, compared to those on balanced or high protein diets (Chapter 3). Here 
we determine how early nutritional experience alters later feeding, growth, and development, 
as well as later food choice and compensatory responses, as behavioral selection in P. rapae 
may be more limited due to size limitations on mobility for early instars –90% of larval 
growth in P. rapae larvae occurs in the final two instars (Kingsolver, Shlichta, Ragland, & 
Massie, 2006). To test this, we quantified short-term physiological rates during a feeding trial 
and long-term life history traits including pupal size and development time in two 
experiments – one without behavioral choice and one with- to determine the relative 
importance of physiological and behavioral responses to early nutritional conditions. 
Methods 
The first experiment was a no-choice experiment where P. rapae larvae were raised 
on one of three diets (low protein, balanced, high protein) and switched to another diet ratio 
at the fourth instar through pupation (Appendix 4.1). The second experiment was a choice 
experiment where P. rapae larvae were raised on one of three diets and given a choice 







4.1). Larvae were derived from field collections done in June and July of 2016. Gravid adult 
females were wild caught from an organic farm in Cedar Grove, NC (32.23°N) and brought 
back to laboratory facilities at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. These females 
were individually placed in 1ft3 netted flight cages in greenhouse conditions (~24°C, 60-80% 
humidity, natural photocycle of 14L:10D) and given fresh, organically grown collard leaves 
(Brassica oleracea) placed in a water wick on which to oviposit. Cages were checked daily, 
leaves were collected, and females were given fresh plant material. Eggs were removed from 
leaves for experiments by cutting closely around the base of each egg with dissecting 
scissors. Eggs from each sibling group were evenly divided between two initial diet 
treatments with a smaller subset divided to a balanced control diet. Sibling groups laid on the 
same day and assigned the same initial diet were kept together inside a large, communal petri 
dish until the 3rd instar inside an environmental chamber fluctuating between 11-35⁰C daily 
with 14L:10D photoperiod (Percival 36-VL: Percival Scientific, Perry, IA, USA). Larvae 
were checked daily and diet was replaced every 48 hours to maintain freshness. Both 
experiments included 22 families of P. rapae caterpillars. There was some mortality during 
the first two instars, especially in the low protein diet, so more individuals were started on the 
low protein diet than the other two diets in both experiments in order to achieve balanced 
sample sizes across treatments. 
Experimental diets 
The foods used were wheat germ based semi-artificial diets varying in macronutrient 
ratio (i.e. protein : carbohydrate). The initial diet treatments (hatching-3rd instar) included a 
1P:2.5C (low protein) and 2.5P:1C (high protein) and contained the same overall amount of 







experiments. For both the no-choice and choice experiments, newly molted 3rd instar larvae 
were removed from the communal dish using a paintbrush, placed singly on a fresh diet 
block from their initial diet treatment and given a unique ID number. 
Experiment 1: no-choice experiment 
Upon molting into the 4th instar, caterpillars from each initial diet treatment were 
randomly divided across the three test diet treatments (low protein, balanced, high protein) 
and moved to a constant 25°C environmental chamber. Larvae remained on this secondary 
diet treatment until pupation. Date and mass were recorded on the first day of the 4th and 5th 
instar, on the third day of the 5th instar, and again two days after pupation. 
During the first two days of the 5th instar, caterpillars were placed into a 48 hour 
feeding trial. Each caterpillar was placed inside a clean petri dish and given a fresh, weighed 
diet block (between 1500-2000mg) according to their treatment which was weighed again at 
the start of the third day of the 5th instar. Remaining, uneaten diet blocks were weighed upon 
the completion of the feeding trial. After the feeding trial, caterpillars were replaced into 
treatments on a fresh diet block and allowed to pupate. Upon pupation, the date was recorded 
and pupae were allowed to harden for 48 hours before mass was recorded. Consumption 
during the feeding trial in both experiments was calculated as the diet initial dry weight 
minus the uneaten dry weight following a protocol previously reported in Chapter 3. 
To test for sex differences, a subset of pupae from each treatment were allowed to 
eclose at 25°C. Pupae were placed individually in plastic cups on a piece of damp filter paper 
to reduce desiccation along with a craft stick perch secured with a lid made out of a piece of 
veil mesh and a rubber band. Cups were checked daily to determine the date of eclosion. 







Experiment 2: choice experiment 
Upon molting into the 5th instar, caterpillars from each initial diet treatment were 
placed inside a clean petri dish and given two fresh, weighed diet blocks (between 1500-
2000mg) – one of high protein diet and the other of low protein diet - and moved to a 
constant 25°C environmental chamber. Larvae were placed in the center of the feeding arena, 
not on a diet block, and allowed to make a choice between foods for 48 hours. The remaining 
portions of both diet blocks were weighed and stored for later consumption analyses 
following the same protocol in Experiment 1. Upon the completion of the feeding trial, each 
diet block was replaced with a fresh block and larvae were allowed to remain in these choice 
arenas until pupation. Larval masses and dates were recorded at the same time points as 
described in Experiment 1. To test for sex differences, a subset of pupae were allowed to 
eclose using the methods described in Experiment 1. 
Statistical Analyses  
Survival exceeded 95% in all groups and therefore we do not report survival analyses. 
For the subset of individuals for which sex was recorded (see above), preliminary analyses 
for both experiments did find a main effect of sex but did not find any interactions involving 
sex, so sex was omitted from the model. The full model including the main effect of sex for 
this subset in each experiment is reported in Appendix 4.2-4.4. 
For the no-choice experiment, mass at the start of the 5th instar, feeding trial mass 
gain and consumption, pupal mass, and development time were analyzed using mixed linear 
models in the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2017) in R version 3.4.1 (R Core Team, 2017). 
Rearing treatment, test treatment, and the interaction of rearing and test treatment were coded 







additionally included as a fixed effect for the mass gain and consumption analyses to test for 
size effects. Mass at the start of the 4th instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for 
the pupal mass analyses to test for size effects when individuals began the secondary diet 
treatment in Experiment 1. Mass at the start of the 4th instar was used instead of mass at the 
start of the 5th instar (i.e. when the choice trials began) when analyzing pupal mass for 
Experiment 2 for better comparison with Experiment 1 (preliminary analyses demonstrated 
both masses were strong predictor variables). Similarly, age at the start of the 4th instar, 
calculated as the number of days since hatching was also included as a fixed effect for the 
development time analyses to test for differences due to developmental speeds at the start of 
the treatments. Preliminary analyses demonstrated that both age at 4th and age at 5th were 
significant predictors of development time. All analyses included mother as a random 
intercept to control for random variation between families. 
For the choice experiment, mass at the start of the 5th instar and feeding trial metrics 
including protein consumption, carbohydrate consumption, total consumption, P:C ratio 
selected, and mass gain as well as pupal mass and development time were also analyzed 
using mixed linear models with rearing treatment as a fixed effect. Mass at the start of the 5th 
instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for the consumption, mass gain, and pupal 
mass analyses. Age at the start of the 5th instar was additionally included as a fixed effect for 
the development time analysis. As initial rearing treatment influences mass at the start of the 
5th instar when the feeding trial was initiated, an interaction between rearing treatment and 
mass at 5th was included in preliminary analyses. This interaction was only significant when 
analyzing total consumption and therefore is only reported for total consumption. All 








Experiment 1: no-choice experiment 
The probability of survival to pupation was not affected by rearing or test diet. Mass 
at the start of the 5th instar feeding trial was significantly affected by rearing diet and test 
diet. Individuals reared on low protein diet were ~10 mg smaller than those reared on 
balanced or high protein diet respectively (Table 4.1). This size difference due to rearing diet 
included as mass at 5th instar significantly affected mass gained during the feeding trial such 
that individuals who started on the low protein diet experienced less mass gain during the 
feeding trial. Despite this effect of the initial mass at 5th instar, rearing diet still had an effect 
on short-term mass gain suggesting that the effect of the rearing diet isn’t explained by only 
initial mass differences at the start of the 5th instar. Mass gain was highest when individuals 
were tested on the balanced diet, regardless of rearing treatment (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1). 
Similarly, consumption by individuals was lowest when tested on the low protein diet and 
highest on the high protein diet across rearing treatments, showing no interaction between 
rearing and test diet treatment (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1). 
Long-term life history traits including pupal mass and development time were both 
affected by rearing and test diet, but there was not an interaction between the diet treatments. 
Pupal mass was lowest when caterpillars were reared on low protein diet and tested on low 
protein diet, but the negative effect of rearing on low protein was ameliorated by switching to 
balanced or high protein test diet with no significant difference between these two “better” 
test diet treatments (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.2). Development time was slowest when caterpillars 
were reared on low protein diet and tested on low protein diet, but the negative effect of 







Table 4.2). The fastest development times occurred when caterpillars were reared on the high 
protein diet and tested on balanced diet. 
Experiment 2: choice experiment 
 All individuals included in our experiment ate both experimental diets when given a 
choice between low and high protein blocks during the 5th instar feeding trial. Overall, 62% 
of individuals ate more of the high protein block over the low protein block and 38% of 
individuals ate more of the low protein block over the high protein block. By rearing diet, 
51% of the low protein reared individuals, 69.3% of the balanced reared individuals, and 
61% of the high protein reared individuals ate more of the high protein block over the low 
protein block respectively. Individual choice in protein vs. carbohydrate consumption by 
rearing diet treatment is reported in Appendix 4.5. 
Similarly to the no-choice experiment, rearing diet significantly affected mass at the 
start of the 5th instar so it was included in all performance analyses for the choice experiment 
(Table 4.3). Rearing diet significantly affected the selected P:C diet ratio consumed during 
the choice experiment (Fig. 4.3, Table 4.3). Caterpillars raised on low protein diet ate a 
nearly random ratio of 1.14 ± 0.07 (i.e. random feeding would be a 50P:50C ratio or 1.00), 
but when reared on balanced or high protein diet, caterpillars selected a protein biased ratio 
of 1.54 ± 0.082 and 1.42 ± 0.09 respectively. Therefore, rearing on balanced or high protein 
diet increased the consumption of the high protein diet block during the choice trial relative 
to the low protein rearing treatment, but the selected ratio during the trial did not differ 
between the balanced and high protein rearing treatments. Similarly, total consumption was 
significantly affected by rearing diet as well as the mass at the start of the 5th instar feeding 







balanced and high protein diets and given a choice of diets (Fig. 4.3). The interaction 
between rearing diet and mass at 5th instar indicates that the effects of rearing diet on total 
consumption during the feeding trial aren’t entirely explained by the initial differences in 
mass at 5th instar that result from the different rearing diet treatments. 
Mass gained during the feeding trial was significantly affected by rearing diet with 
lowest mass gain from the low protein rearing treatment, and highest mass gain on both the 
balanced and high protein rearing treatments (Fig. 4.3, Table 4.3). Similarly, pupal mass was 
lowest on the low protein rearing treatment, and highest on the balanced and high protein 
diets (Fig. 4.3), and was also significantly affected by the mass at the start of the 5th instar 
choice trial (Table 4.2). Development time was longest on the low protein rearing treatment, 
and fastest on the balanced and high protein diets (Fig. 4.3) and was also significantly 
affected by age at the start of the 4th instar (Table 4.2). 
Discussion 
As in most herbivorous insects (Behmer, 2009; Cammack & Tomberlin, 2017; Le 
Gall & Behmer, 2014; Lee, 2007; Roeder & Behmer, 2014; Scriber & Slansky, 1981), P. 
rapae caterpillars have slower growth rates, longer developmental times and smaller final 
sizes when fed on diets with a low ratio of protein to carbohydrates. Whether insects can 
respond adaptively to imbalanced diets early in development to improve performance later in 
development remains an open question. Both short-term physiological rates during a feeding 
trial and long-term life history traits were strongly influenced by the quality (i.e. 
macronutrient ratio balance) of diets experienced during early and late larval development. 
Caterpillars that were reared and tested on low protein diet (1P:2.5C) grew and ate less 







no acclimation to low protein diet if exposed early in development. Caterpillars reared on 
high protein (2.5P:1C) and tested on low protein diet also were smaller at pupation showing a 
detrimental effect of low protein diet regardless of the timing of the exposure period. This 
lack of acclimation to low protein diet was further confirmed by the lack of an interaction 
between rearing and test diet in the no-choice experiment (Table 4.1-4.2). 
 The lack of evidence for physiological acclimation to low protein diets is interesting 
because caterpillars and other holometobalous insect larvae are often limited to specific 
plants during development due to their limited mobility which often do not contain preferred 
P:C ratios needed for growth and development – even fertilized plants are low in protein 
(Chapter 2 for one example). Previous studies of the effects of P:C ratio on physiological 
acclimation have primarily been done in more mobile Orthopteran species including locust 
nymphs which have been shown to both physiologically acclimate using adaptive strategies 
like extending gut passage times, as well as behaviorally selecting for protein after feeding 
on protein deficient diets (Chambers, Simpson, & Raubenheimer, 1995; Raubenheimer, 
2003; Raubenheimer & Bassil, 2007; Simpson & Abisgold, 1985; Yang & Joern, 1994; Yang 
& Joern, 1994). However, the time scales of larval development for these organisms are quite 
different – for example, locusts spend three times the number of days developing in the final 
instar than caterpillars at similar temperatures (Miller, Clissold, Mayntz, & Simpson, 2009; 
Tu et al., 2012; Willott & Hassall, 1998) – therefore physiological acclimation may be 
constrained by faster development times in P. rapae. One way caterpillars have been shown 
to plastically respond to low protein diet ratios is the addition of an extra 7th instar in S. 
litura (Lee et al., 2012) which extends the time available for feeding and growth. Slowing 







increases generation times and increases vulnerability to natural enemies, potentially 
delaying population growth (Awmack & Leather, 2002). Another mechanism insects use for 
coping with imbalanced nutrient intake is postingestive rebalancing (Behmer, 2009; Clissold 
et al., 2010; Lee, Behmer, Simpson, & Raubenheimer, 2002; Raubenheimer & Simpson, 
1993) however we did not look at this in our study. Although Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2012) did 
not observe postingestive rebalancing in S. litura caterpillars, further nutritional 
compositional assays should be conducted on caterpillars, frass, and pupae of P. rapae to 
confirm this lack of coping mechanism in P. rapae. 
Although we did not find evidence of acclimation to unbalanced diets, the choice 
experiment did show that P. rapae is able to behaviorally regulate nutritional intake at least 
in the 5th instar – a behavior previously unidentified in this species but observed in other 
Lepidoptera (Lee et al., 2012; Simmonds et al., 1992). Caterpillars reared on balanced or 
high protein diets preferentially fed on a protein biased diet selecting a ratio ~1.5P:1C (Fig. 
4.3), suggesting this species prefers a slightly biased protein ratio similar to preferred ratios 
selected by other Lepidopteran larvae (Behmer, 2009). Interestingly, we did not observe an 
adjustment in behavior in the low protein reared treatment. Protein-deficient caterpillars fed 
more randomly during the choice experiment, but this was at least in part due to size 
limitations decreasing mobility as initial mass at 5th instar was significant, in addition to 
rearing treatment, in most performance metrics analyzed (Table 4.3). Comparing the two 
experiments shows that P. rapae benefits from having a choice in late larval instars – 
especially in the low protein rearing treatment, which showed a 23% increase in mean 
consumption, 16% increase in mean mass gain, and 10% increase in mean pupal mass during 







longer when caterpillars were given a choice, suggesting some development time trade-offs 
for behavioral regulation. Short-term mass gains and pupal masses were similar between 
experiments. 
Overall, our results demonstrate that P. rapae caterpillars are not physiologically 
acclimating to nutritionally poor foods but instead can buffer the early life effects of 
ingesting nutritionally suboptimal, low protein foods through flexible diet choice in later 
larval instars and their ability to choose depends on early larval diet. Behavioral selection of 
diet ratios in response to early life exposure to imbalanced diets has previously been 
observed from a variety of insects (Raubenheimer & Jones, 2006; Rho & Lee, 2015; 
Simpson, Simmonds, & Blaney, 1988; Simpson, Simmonds, Blaney, & Jones, 1990) 
including S. litura caterpillars (Lee et al., 2012) and S. littoralis caterpillars (Simmonds et al., 
1992). Our results further demonstrate that P. rapae caterpillars are also capable of 
nutritional selection, although the probability of this behavior likely increases with larval 
development because later, larger instars are more mobile than smaller, earlier instars 
(Reavy, 1993). This suggests an adaptive significance of flexible diet choice made in later 
stages of larval development, particularly for generalist species like P. rapae that may have 
been confined to nutritionally imbalanced diets (or plant parts) during early larval stages. 
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Table 4.1. ANOVA for the no-choice experiment short-term physiological metrics including 
mass at 5th instar, mass gain, and total consumption during the 48 hour feeding trial. 
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing and test diets are included as 
factors.  
No-choice 
  Mass at 5th Mass gain Total consumption 
 d.f. F p F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,96 555.4880 <0.0001 1814.5440 <0.0001 1381.7304 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 1,96 27.9650 <0.0001 21.7781 <0.0001 10.8181 0.0014 
Test diet 2,96 4.7414 0.0108 89.8987 <0.0001 23.1521 <0.0001 
Mass at 5th 2,96 -- -- 39.9181 <0.0001 10.2078 0.0019 








Table 4.2. ANOVA for both the no-choice and choice experiments long-term life history metrics including pupal mass and 
development time to pupation. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing and test diets are included as factors.  
 No-choice  Choice 
  Pupal mass Development time   Pupal mass Development time 
 d.f. F p F p  d.f. F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,96 2176.0471 <0.0001 28053.32 <0.0001  1,163 2332.7958 <0.0001 78619.82 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 1,96 16.5590 0.0001 618.738 <0.0001  2,163 43.0639 <0.0001 720.16 <0.0001 
Test diet 2,96 59.7891 <0.0001 29.798 <0.0001  -- -- -- -- -- 
Age at 4th 1,96 -- -- 438.489 <0.0001  1,163 -- -- 1365.91 <0.0001 
Mass at 5th 1,96 37.0786 <0.0001 -- --  1,163 9.3899 0.0026 -- -- 








Table 4.3. ANOVA for the choice experiment short-term physiological metrics including mass at 5th instar, mass gain, total 
consumption, and selected P:C ratio during the 48 hour feeding trial. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing 
diet is included as a factor.  
Choice 
  Mass at 5th Mass gain Total consumption Selected ratio 
 d.f. F p F p F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,163 495.0728 <0.0001 581.2113 <0.0001 2505.5802 <0.0001 772.7922 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 2,163 27.5923 <0.0001 32.8529 <0.0001 27.3480 <0.0001 4.9481 0.0082 
Mass at 5th 1,163 -- -- 0.2027 0.6531 45.8967 <0.0001 1.5961 0.2083 









Fig. 4.1. Mass at 5th instar (mg) (top left), mass gain (mg) (second row, left), consumption 
(mg) (second row, right), pupal mass (mg) (bottom left), and development time (days) 
(bottom right) by rearing diet during the no-choice 48 hour feeding trial in the 5th instar. 
Metrics are averaged over individuals within a treatment and plotted with standard error bars. 









Fig. 4.2. Consumption (mg) of each diet block (left) and P:C ratio selected (right) during the 
choice 48 hour feeding trial in the 5th instar. Metrics are averaged over individuals within a 
treatment and plotted with standard error bars. Rearing diet is on the x axis and lines 









Fig. 4.3. Mass at 5th instar (mg) (top left), mass gain (mg) (second row, left), consumption 
(mg) (second row, right), pupal mass (mg) (bottom left), and development time (days) 
(bottom right) by rearing diet during the choice 48 hour feeding trial in the 5th instar. Metrics 








CHAPTER V: BIOGEOGRAPHY AND PHENOLOGY OF OVIPOSITION 
PREFERENCE AND LARVAL PERFORMANCE OF PIERIS VIRGINIENSIS 
BUTTERFLIES ON NATIVE AND INVASIVE HOST PLANTS1
 
Introduction 
Invading species can lead to novel ecological communities in which existing biotic 
interactions are altered and new interactions are created (van der Putten et al., 2004). 
Specifically, the introduction of invasive plant species often changes environments by 
altering biogeochemical cycles, decreasing community diversity, and increasing competition 
with already established plants for nutrients, light, and pollinators (Gordon, 1998). Invasive 
plant species can also impact native herbivores by altering plant-herbivore interactions, 
including interactions with insect herbivores (Pimentel, Zuniga, & Morrison, 2005). 
Many plant-insect interactions have co-evolved as insect herbivores adapt to specific 
secondary defensive compounds of their native host plant species (Cornell & Hawkins, 
2003). For example, plants are able to perceive a wide range of herbivore-associated cues to 
elicit the release of defensive secondary compounds (Ali & Agrawal, 2012). Many 
specialized insect herbivores use these plant chemical cues to locate and identify preferred 
plant species for oviposition (Renwick, 1989; Schoonhoven, Loon, & Dicke, 2005). 
Additionally, plant defensive compounds act as feeding stimulants and deterrents during 
larval development and the balance of these stimulatory and inhibitory compounds controls 
                                                          
1 This chapter is reprinted with permission from Biological Invasions; Augustine, K.A, & J. G. Kingsolver. 









larval acceptance or rejection of the host plant initially chosen by the ovipositing female 
(Schoonhoven et al., 2005). Therefore, plant invasions have the potential to “trap” 
ovipositing females into laying their eggs onto host plants that are unsuitable to larvae 
depending on the chemical similarity of the invasive plant species to native host plants. 
Oviposition mistakes such as these have the potential to threaten and endanger the 
persistence of insect species. Here we explore how the ongoing range expansion of an 
invasive plant, garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata), is altering oviposition and larval success of 
a native herbivore, the West Virginia White butterfly (Pieris virginiensis), by comparing 
herbivore populations inside and outside the current range of garlic mustard. 
A. petiolata is an invasive biennial crucifer that was introduced to North America 
from Europe in the late 1800s (Cavers, Heagy, & Kokron, 1979; Rodgers, Stinson, & Finzi, 
2008). It is highly successful as an invasive plant as it competes with native plants for 
nutrients and light and uses allelopathy to reduce native seed germination (Meekins & 
McCarthy, 1999; Prati & Bossdorf, 2004; Vaughn & Berhow, 1999), and negatively affects 
beneficial soil microbes which indirectly affects native plant health (Burke, 2008; Callaway 
et al., 2008; Roberts & Anderson, 2001; Wolfe, Rodgers, Stinson, & Pringle, 2008). As a 
result, A. petiolata is now common in many habitats across the eastern United States.  It has 
become abundant as far south as Virginia during the past 20 years, and it is continuing to 
spread southward into North Carolina where it is now present in some habitats but not yet 
widespread or abundant (Rodgers et al., 2008). 
Most Pieris butterflies utilize hostplants in the family Brassicacae, and glucosinolates 
produced by these plants are important stimuli for female oviposition and larval feeding. A. 








glucosinolates produced are unique and only found in A. petiolata (Barto, Powell, & 
Cipollini, 2010). Additionally, A. petiolata also produces the novel hydroxynitrile glucoside 
alliarinoside which is unknown from other Brassica species (Frisch et al., 2014). 
Alliarinoside has been shown to function as a feeding deterrent to young larval instars of 
Pieris virginiensis (S. L. Davis, Frisch, Bjarnholt, & Cipollini, 2015). In invaded habitats, A. 
petiolata has been documented as an oviposition site for several native Pierid species in 
North America despite its unique glucosinolate composition (Huang, Renwick, & Chew, 
1994; Keeler & Chew, 2008), including P. virginiensis (S. L. Davis & Cipollini, 2014; 
Huang et al., 1994).  Pieris rapae is native to Europe, where A. petiolata is endemic, and is 
able to successfully use A. petiolata as a host plant (Huang et al., 1994). Evidence also shows 
that a native cogener, Pieris oleracea, has been successfully utilizing A. petiolata as a host as 
the plant has invaded and spread throughout New England (Huang et al., 1994; Keeler & 
Chew, 2008).  Keeler and Chew (2008) found that P. oleracea populations where A. petiolata 
is well established have improved larval performance and increased adult female oviposition 
preference for A. petiolata relative to populations that do not co-occur with A. petiolata, 
suggesting invaded populations are adapting to the invasive plant. 
Like P. oleracea, P. virginiensis is native to eastern North America and has also been 
shown to lay eggs on A. petiolata (Courant, Holbrook, Van der Reijden, & Chew, 1994; S. L. 
Davis & Cipollini, 2014; Porter, 1994). It is a relatively rare, univoltine butterfly found 
where native crucifer species are abundant in beech-maple-hemlock woods (Courant et al., 
1994; Porter, 1994). Most studies on this species have been conducted on populations 
throughout New England, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, but the range of P. virginiensis extends 








The native ephemeral forb Cardamine diphylla is the most common larval host plant of P. 
virginiensis, but there are also occasional small populations that use Cardamine concatenata, 
Cardamine dissecta, or Boechera laevigata when C. diphylla is absent (Calhoun & Iftner, 
1988; Shuey & Peacock, 1989). C. diphylla emerges in early April, completes leaf expansion 
by May, and senesces by early June when the tree canopy begins to shade out the lower 
understory. The life cycle of P. virginiensis is tightly coupled to the early spring phenology 
of C. diphylla. After overwintering as pupae, the adult butterflies emerge in early to mid-
April, flying 4-5 weeks through May, and new larvae must complete development and pupate 
before senescence of the hostplant in June (Cappuccino & Kareiva, 1985; Shapiro, 1971). 
Research on P. virginiensis in Connecticut by Doak et al. (2006) in the 1980s suggests that 
low egg loads and time limitation in this species contribute to the “choosiness” of females’ 
oviposition sites. 
The northern distribution of P. virginiensis (New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania) overlaps 
strongly with the A. petiolata invasion. Adult female butterflies from these populations 
readily oviposit on the invasive A. petiolata (S. L. Davis et al., 2015), and lab and field 
experiments show that oviposition is significantly greater on invasive A. petiolata than on 
native C. diphylla (Davis & Cipollini, 2014). However, larvae are unable to complete 
development on these novel host plants (Bowden, 1971; Chew, 1980; S. L. Davis & 
Cipollini, 2014; Porter, 1994). Davis et al. (2015) found that the hydroxynitrile glucoside 
alliarinoside and high concentrations of the glucosinolate sinigrin contribute to larval failure 
on this novel host, but sinigrin and alliarinoside did not contribute to oviposition choices in 
the adult females. Finnell and Lehn (2007) suggest that the perceived decline of P. 








fragmentation. In contrast to C. diphylla, A. petiolata is shade tolerant and does not senesce 
until late summer. The biennial stalks grow over 40cm between April and May reaching 
close to 70cm in height before producing fruits and senescing from June through September 
(Anderson, 1996), resulting in quite different seasonal phenologies between the two plants. 
The invasive A. petiolata is now widespread throughout West Virginia and parts of 
Virginia, but has only recently established as far south as North Carolina, where it is not yet 
common in P. virginiensis habitats (Rodgers et al., 2008). In this study, we investigated how 
the ongoing southern range expansion of A. petiolata will affect populations of P. 
virginiensis, and the interactions of P. virginiensis with its native hostplant C. diphylla in the 
southeast, by conducting oviposition preference and larval survival experiments with P. 
virginiensis from A. petiolata-absent populations in North Carolina and comparing them to A. 
petiolata-present populations in West Virginia in 2013 and 2014. Because A. petiolata has 
been shown to be toxic to larvae, we expected the invaded butterfly population to respond in 
one of three ways: 1) avoidance of laying eggs on A. petiolata by choosy, adult butterflies, 2) 
increased survival of larvae feeding on A. petiolata, or 3) no difference in either response 
between populations. Differentiation and avoidance of A. petiolata was quantified and 
compared by conducting ovipositional assays on both host plants between the North Carolina 
and West Virginia populations. Similarly, larval survival was quantified and compared by 
hatching and raising larvae on both host plants and comparing between both populations. 
Additionally, because relative attractiveness between host plants is unlikely to be static 
throughout the flight season due to differences in phenology between the two species we 













Adult P. virginiensis butterflies were collected from A. petiolata-absent field sites 
located near Highlands Biological Station in North Carolina (NC) from April 15, 2013 to 
May 15, 2013 and April 20, 2014 to May 9th, 2014. NC populations were primarily sampled 
from two field sites along the Appalachian Trail including Stecoah Gap in Graham County 
(35.3578678, -83.7185053; elevation: 3,200 ft) and the Wasilik Poplar area in Macon County 
near Rainbow Springs (35.0940, -83.5221; elevation: 3,310 feet). Both field sites are rich 
cove hardwood ecosystems located in the Nantahala National Forest. P. virginiensis 
butterflies were also collected from A. petiolata-present sites located in Monongahela 
National Forest in West Virginia (WV) from May 18th, 2014 to May 26th, 2014 and again 
during 2015 in early spring from April 28th, 2015 to May 8th, 2015 and late spring from May 
20th, 2015 to May 27th, 2015.  A. petiolata has been recorded in West Virginia since 1933 
(Huebner, 2003), therefore P. virginiensis populations in these field sites have been 
potentially interacting with A. petiolata for 84 generations (1 generation per year for 84 
years). Butterflies were primarily collected from two sites in Randolph County: Bickle Run 
(38.91209, -79.71172) and along Whites Run Road (38.85046, -79.48707). P. virginiensis in 
these study locations emerge in early spring around mid-April, flying 4-5 weeks through May 
(Cappuccino & Kareiva, 1985; Shapiro, 1971). Although the species’ range is expected to 








environmental cues including temperature are difficult to make due to geographic variation in 
emergence times due to latitude (S. L. Davis & Cipollini, 2016). However, timing of flight 
periods does not differ significantly between the North Carolina and West Virginia study 
populations despite a difference in latitude (K. Augustine, pers. obs.). Additionally, the West 
Virginia locations sampled as part of this study had a noticeably greater population density 
than the North Carolina locations (K. Augustine, pers. obs.). 
Oviposition experiment 
Female adult butterflies from the NC field sites were brought back to the laboratory 
facilities at Highlands Biological for female host plant oviposition preference assays. Each 
adult female collected (Spring 2013: n=19, Spring 2014: n=9) was placed individually inside 
a 1 ft x 1 ft flight cage for 4 hrs, outdoors in full sunshine and given the choice between 4 
cuttings of the two host plant species: the native host plant Cardamine diphylla and the 
invasive A. petiolata. Two stems per species were randomly placed inside each flight cage 
and the cutting arrangement was randomized between cages and between trials. Each cutting 
was placed in a water wick to prevent desiccation during the course of the trial. At the end of 
each trial, cuttings were collected and the number of eggs laid per female on each host plant 
species was counted and recorded. These oviposition trials were repeated up to 4 times per 
female across multiple days, weather depending. In NC, the C. diphylla host plant cuttings 
were collected from local populations near Highlands Biological Station and from field sites 
with permission from the Nantahala Forest Service. The invasive A. petiolata specimens 
were collected from a wild infestation located near Asheville, NC and brought to the field 
station. Oviposition preference assays in WV were conducted in a similar manner as above 








invasive host plant cuttings collected from the surrounding forest and roadsides with 
permission from the Monongahela Forest Service. NC populations were caught and assayed 
in early spring during 2013 and 2014, and WV populations were sampled in late spring of 
2014 (n=24) and again in early spring 2015 (n=32) and late spring 2015 (n=19) to test for 
seasonal differences in preference. 
Larval survival experiment 
Eggs laid during the oviposition preference assays were collected for larval hatching 
and survival analyses during 2013 and 2014 in both field sites. During 2013 in North 
Carolina, a total of 320 eggs were collected from 14 females; 108 eggs laid on C. diphylla 
and 212 eggs laid on A. petiolata. During 2014 in North Carolina, a total of 143 eggs were 
collected from 7 females; 62 eggs on A. petiolata and 81 eggs on C. diphylla. During 2014 in 
West Virginia, a total of 135 eggs were collected from 10 females; 134 eggs were laid on A. 
petiolata and only 1 egg on C. diphylla.  
To compare larval survival between the two plant species, eggs laid on both host 
plants were removed within 24 hours of being laid using a paint brush and individually 
transferred to a vented plastic cup containing a cut leaf of either host plant placed on moist 
filter paper. Eggs from each female were randomly assigned a host plant species for hatching 
in order to assess the effect of the invasive plant on hatching rate.  When a female laid 
multiple eggs during an oviposition trial or between trials, eggs were randomly divided 
between each host plant species. Eggs were hatched and larvae reared individually inside 
portable mini environmental chambers (TriTech Research DigiTherm DTM-MP-38) set at 
25ºC with 14L:10D light cycle until field collections were completed, at which point all 








kept in lab environmental chambers (Percival 36VL; Geneva Scientific, Wisconsin) set to the 
same conditions for the remainder of the experiment. 
Of the total 426 eggs laid in North Carolina in 2013 and 2014, 212 eggs were 
transferred and raised on C. diphylla and 214 were transferred and raised on A. petiolata. Of 
the total 135 eggs laid in West Virginia in 2014, 66 eggs were transferred and raised on C. 
diphylla and 62 were transferred and raised on A. petiolata. Eggs and larvae were checked 
daily in order to assess development time and leaves were replaced as needed. Only leaves 
from secondary A. petiolata branches were used. Larval fitness was quantified by calculating 
survival rate and development time. Due to the limited availability of host plant material in 
the lab as host plant material was sourced from each source population and brought back to 
the lab (see description of the oviposition experiment above), larvae were tracked to the start 
of the 3rd out of 5 instars rather than to pupation. 
Statistical Analyses  
Because both populations were sampled between multiple years, we first compared 
data from oviposition assays between years within each population to test for variation and 
determine if data could be aggregated to compare preferences between A. petiolata-absent 
populations in NC and A. petiolata-present populations in WV. The effect of year was 
analyzed by fitting mixed effects models using the glmer function from the lme4 package 
(Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) that included the number of eggs laid on each host 
plant as a binomial response variable, female as a random effect, and comparing models with 
and without year included as a fixed effect using the likelihood ratio to test for differences 
between years within each population. Any females collected and assayed but that did not lay 








did not have a significant effect in NC (χ2=1.4181, p=0.2337, df=1), or WV (χ2=1.2951, 
p=0.2251, df=1) and therefore data was aggregated between years within each population for 
all remaining preference analyses. 
The categorical variable season had 2 levels defined as “early” season for females 
sampled on or before May 15th, and “late” season for females sampled after May 15th, as 
females generally fly from mid-April to late May. May 15th was used as a cutoff date to 
denote the last two weeks of their flight period as the “late” season.  Female oviposition 
preference was compared between populations by including only early season females, and 
fitting mixed effects models using the glmer function from the lme4 package (Bates, 
Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) that included the number of eggs laid on each host plant 
as a binomial response variable, population and the total number of eggs laid per female as 
fixed effects, and individual female and trial number as random effects. Models were run 
with and without population as a fixed effect and compared the likelihood ratio to test for 
population differences in oviposition preference. Early season vs. late season effects on 
oviposition preference were compared for WV in 2015 only and between all data collected in 
WV during 2014 and 2015 by fitting similar mixed effect models including the categorical 
variable season as a fixed effect instead of population. Preliminary analyses of the WV data 
collected in 2015 only showed qualitatively similar results to that of the combined WV 2014 
and 2015 dataset and therefore only the results from the combined WV dataset are reported 
for the seasonal effect analysis. 
The effect of season on overall egg laying success was also analyzed by designating 
egg laying success for all females caught and assayed as a binomial string where 0 








across all trials. This was included as a binomial response variable, analyzed using the glm 
function (R Core Team, 2016) with and without season as a fixed effect to test for seasonal 
differences in laying success within WV during 2015, and models were compared using a chi 
square analysis. Population differences in laying success in the early season only were tested 
for in a similar manner by comparing models with and without population as a fixed effect. 
 Hatching success and larval survival were also analyzed as binomial response 
variables using the glm function (R Core Team, 2016) with population and the plant species 
on which each individual was raised as fixed effects, and mother as a random effect. All 
statistical analyses were done in R version 3.1.1 and p-values are reported based on analysis 




Mean oviposition preference did not differ between populations during the early 
season (χ2=0.0587, p=0.8085, df=1). Females in NC laid 71% of total eggs on Alliaria 
petiolata and females in WV laid 68% of total eggs on A. petiolata (Fig. 5.1).  However, 
oviposition preference shifted between early and late season flights within WV populations 
(χ2=13.258, p=<0.001, df=1), such that late season females laid 97% of total eggs on A. 
petiolata (Fig. 5.1). 
 Oviposition success in WV declined significantly from 75% in the early season to 
37% in the late season (χ2=-10.884, p=0.001, df=1, Fig. 5.2A). Oviposition success did not 
differ between populations in the early season at 79% in NC and 75% in WV (χ2=-0.10681, 








eggs on multiple days in NC, 16 out of 24 (66%) laid eggs on multiple days in early season 
WV, and 4 out of 16 (25%) laid eggs on multiple days in late season WV (Fig. 5.2B). 
Larval survival  
Hatching success of eggs was not significantly influenced by host plant species 
(χ2=2.4517, p=0.1174, df=1, Fig. 5.3A) or population (χ2=0.0302, p=0.862, df=1, Fig. 5.3A). 
The eggs collected from A. petiolata-absent populations had an 83% hatching rate on 
Caradamine diphylla and an 86% hatching rate on A. petiolata (Fig. 5.3A). The eggs 
collected from A. petiolata-present populations in West Virginia had an 82% hatching rate on 
C. diphylla, and an 89% hatching rate on A. petiolata (Fig. 5.3A). 
Survival to 3rd instar differed significantly between host plant species (χ2=262.42, 
p<0.0001, df=1, Fig. 5.3B), and between populations (χ2=27.26, p<0.0001, df=1, Fig. 5.3B) 
but survival on the invasive plant did not differ between populations (χ2=0.0182, p=0.8926, 
df=1). Instead the population difference in survival was driven by differences in survival on 
the native host plant between populations (χ2=27.934, p=<0.0001, df=1). For the A. petiolata-
absent site in North Carolina 105 larvae (50%) fed C. diphylla survived to the 3rd instar, 
while only 4 larvae (0.01%) fed A. petiolata survived to the 3rd instar (Fig. 5.3B).  For the A. 
petiolata-present site in West Virginia, 51 larvae (77%) fed C. diphylla survived to the 3rd 
development instar, while only 1 larva (0.01%) fed A. petiolata survived to the 3rd instar (Fig. 
5.3B). Notably, all larvae from both source populations that reached the 3rd instar when fed 
A. petiolata were very small and, at the time the experiment was terminated, looked unlikely 










 The variation in female oviposition preference in the North Carolina populations of P. 
virginiensis from A. petiolata-absent sites initially observed in 2013 combined with the low 
larval survival rate when larvae are raised on A. petiolata in this population suggested that 
this host plant would be a strong force driving selection for oviposition preference for the 
native C. diphylla host plant in adult P. virginiensis females. However, we did not observe a 
difference in mean oviposition preference between populations which suggests that females 
have not yet adapted to avoid laying on A. petiolata within the A. petiolata-present West 
Virginia population. Additionally, there was no difference in larval survival to 3rd instar 
between populations when larvae were raised on A. petiolata leaves, suggesting that local 
adaptation of larvae has also not yet occurred. This is in contrast to the congeneric native P. 
oleracea which has improved larval performance and increased adult female oviposition 
preference for A. petiolata in A. petiolata-present populations in New England (Keeler & 
Chew, 2008). 
 However, female P. virginiensis preference appears to change as the season 
progresses. This was confirmed by resampling in both early and late season in West Virginia 
during April and May 2015. Mean oviposition preference does not differ between 
populations in North Carolina and early season West Virginia, but mean oviposition 
preference between early and late season in the same year in the same population (West 
Virginia) did differ, such that the number of eggs laid on A. petiolata increased in the late 
season. We also examined variation in preference of the subset of females that laid on 
multiple days within the early season in both North Carolina and West Virginia by using the 








from the random effect of mother. Represented as the proportion of total eggs laid on A. 
petiolata, we found that the mean preference in early spring is slightly biased toward laying 
on A. petiolata at 0.67, but varies from 0.37 to 0.87. In addition, when analyzing the 
proportion of total females caught that successfully laid eggs during oviposition trials, rates 
were similarly high between populations in the early season but significantly declined 
between early and late season in West Virginia. This further suggests a seasonal component 
of the impact of A. petiolata on P. virginiensis populations that was previously unidentified 
prior to this study. 
Doak et al. (2006) observed on average that P. virginiensis females choose to oviposit 
on only half of the plants that the females closely inspect, and that they fly over most C. 
diphylla ramets without any kind of inspection. However, the selected C. diphylla plants did 
not senesce later than unchosen plants. They also compared larval survival between plants 
picked for oviposition and plants not picked for oviposition using field collected eggs that 
they hatched and raised to the 1st instar in the laboratory. They found that survival was 
almost twice as high (45% vs. 24%) on the chosen host ramets. This female behavior and 
larval performance data was then used to parametrize a simulation model that suggests that 
female choosiness of oviposition sites increases individual larval survival as well as total 
female fitness and may contribute to strong host plant selection in this species (Doak, 
Kareiva, & Kingsolver, 2006).  
 We hypothesize that the change in female preference and egg laying due to season in 
our study is likely driven by strong host plant selection in this species and the relative 
changes in apparent quality of host plants used within the oviposition assays due to the early 








due to the difficulty of maintaining C. dipylla cultures in the greenhouse, and although only 
cuttings of the greenest C. diphylla plants were used in trials it is likely that P. virginiensis 
butterflies were picking up on early senescence cues when choosing between A. petiolata and 
C. diphylla cuttings during the late season trials, causing the significant decrease in the 
proportion of females that laid eggs during the oviposition trials between the early and late 
season in West Virginia. This decrease demonstrated that a higher proportion of late season 
females were refusing to lay eggs at all. 
 Although Doak et al. (2006) suggests that females were not choosing C. diphylla 
plants that senesced later in their study, our study suggests that females in our populations are 
potentially using early senescence cues of C. diphylla in A. petiolata-present populations. We 
hypothesize that the senescence cues of C. diphylla make A. petiolata seem more preferable 
to the P. virginiensis butterflies that laid eggs during oviposition trials in the latter half of 
their flight season during which we sampled in West Virginia. Additionally, as C. diphylla 
senesces, P. virginiensis females are more likely to come into contact with A. petiolata as the 
biennial stalks increase over 40cm in height and reach maximum leaf area towards the end of 
the P. virginiensis flight season in mid-May (Anderson, 1996). We suggest that strong host 
plant selection in invaded populations is likely driving the observed change of preference to 
lay on the toxic A. petiolata plant and decrease in preference variation during the late season. 
The sampling and then resampling of the same field site (West Virginia) in 2015 during the 
early and late part of the flight period confirmed this seasonal change in preference. 
Additional oviposition preference experiments should be done during the late flight season 
comparing preference between A. petiolata, late season C. diphylla field cuttings, and 








than other environmental cues that the adult females are using to determine plant quality as 
the season progresses. Due to logistic limitations of sampling both study populations within 
such a short flight period, we were only able to confirm this seasonal change in oviposition 
preference in the West Virginia population. This shift in preference due to season should also 
be investigated in the North Carolina population to understand the generality of this result. 
Interestingly, we did find a significant difference in larval survival to 3rd instar when 
larvae were raised on the native C. diphylla leaves between populations such that the NC 
population had increased larval survival relative to the WV population. However, because the 
populations are feeding on different, wildly collected C. diphylla sources and quality may be 
affected by season, this result is difficult to interpret as a difference between the P. 
virginiensis populations sampled. We recommend further investigation using greenhouse 
grown C. diphylla to further investigate this difference in survival on the native host plant 
between populations. 
 Our results have important conservation implications in regards to the potential 
spread of A. petiolata in North Carolina into habitats of P. virginiensis as well as the spread 
of A. petiolata into other Southeastern P. virginiensis populations that were not sampled as 
part of this study. Findings from the already invaded West Virginia population suggest that 
A. petiolata has a strong, late season impact on P. virginiensis populations with the potential 
to shift phenologies earlier in the spring as later emerging butterflies are selected against due 
to the impact of A. petiolata on larval survival. This selection would further constrain the 
already short flight window of this butterfly, making them even more vulnerable to early 
spring climate variability. P. virginiensis’ early spring emergence time is already limited due 








2016), as P. virginiensis currently already flies in marginally unsuitable temperatures and 
wind conditions (S. L. Davis & Cipollini, 2014). Furthermore, small populations like the one 
sampled in North Carolina may not possess the genetic variation needed for selection to 
occur. We recommend aggressive control and monitoring of A. petiolata infestations already 
present in North Carolina such as the infestation along the Swannanoa River in Asheville, 
NC before it reaches vulnerable P. virginiensis populations further west, as A. petiolata is 
notoriously hard to remove once present in a field site. We also recommend control of A. 
petiolata populations already present in Kentucky and Tennessee (Welk, Schubert, & 
Hoffmann, 2002) as our findings suggest that the spread of A. petiolata into P. virginiensis 
habitats in these areas would also negatively impact these Southeastern populations of P. 
virginiensis. Incomplete removal of A. petiolata is not enough to reduce the harm inflicted on 
P. virginiensis populations because females oviposit more frequently on A. petiolata albeit 
later in the season. We should therefore prevent the spread of A. petiolata into Southeastern 
habitats rather than waiting to control it once it arrives into these vulnerable, Southeastern P. 
virginiensis populations. Additionally, we recommend conserving vulnerable C. diphylla 
populations in North Carolina and elsewhere throughout the Appalachians and its habitat, as 
the distribution and abundance of this species may influence P. virginiensis choice of host 
plant across a landscape but this has yet to be studied in Southeastern populations. 
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Fig. 5.1 The proportion of total eggs laid per female on both Alliaria petiolata and 
Cardamine diphylla for all females collected in 2013, 2014, and 2015 between both 
populations. Circles represent North Carolina and triangles represent West Virginia. Filled 
symbols indicate the mean number of eggs laid on each plant for each population during each 









Fig. 5.2 Oviposition trial success. (A) The proportion of females caught that successfully 
laid eggs calculated as the number of females that laid eggs over the total number of females 
placed in oviposition trials between populations and between seasons in WV. (B) The 
proportion of females that successfully laid eggs on multiple trial days calculated as the 
number of females that laid on more than one day over the total number placed in oviposition 
trials between populations and between seasons in WV. Circles represent North Carolina and 









Fig. 5.3 Hatching success and survival to 3rd instar by host plant. (A) Larval hatching 
success represented as the proportion of successfully hatching eggs over the total number of 
eggs placed on Alliaria petiolata and Cardamine diphylla respectively. (B) Survival to 3rd 
instar represented as the proportion of larvae surviving to 3rd instar over the total number of 
larvae placed on either Alliaria petiolata or Cardamine diphylla after hatching. Circles 










APPENDIX 2.1: DESCRIPTION OF FERTILIZATION PROTOCOL 
 
In 2014, Brassica oleracea (L.) variety (collard greens) were grown in 3 cohorts during May 
and June of 2014. Cohorts were planted 2 weeks apart to stagger development times and ensure that 
enough plant material of appropriate age was available during the duration of the experiment. Plants 
were started in trays of individual cells and transplanted to 4” square pots at 5 weeks of age. 
Fertilizing began when plants were 9 weeks old and lasted for a duration of 3 weeks with 25 ml of 
1.0% calcium nitrate fertilizer solution or plain water according to each treatment following a 
protocol modified from Slansky and Feeny (1977). All treatments were watered with a K and P 
nutrient solution (minus N) plus minor nutrients (including Ca) every other day. Total volume of 
liquid per day did not exceed 25 ml regardless of treatment. Three fertilizer levels were used – no N 
added (LN), mid-level N (received calcium nitrate solution 1 day per week, MN), high-level N 
(received calcium nitrate solution every other day for 3 weeks, HN). This same protocol was used 
again in 2015 for experiments with the Nova Scotia population, except the MN treatment was 
excluded as it had previously been shown to respond linearly between the LN and HN treatments in 









APPENDIX 2.2: DESCRIPTION OF CONSUMPTION AND FRASS DRYING 
PROTOCOL AND CALCULATIONS 
 
A subset of control leaves from each fertilizer treatment was placed in each of the three test 
temperatures to assess water loss during the 48 feeding trials. These leaves were weighed before and 
after the trial, and dried to a constant mass in a 50°C drying oven for 72 hours. Leaf initial dry weight 
was estimated by incorporating the initial fresh weight of the leaf in a line-of-fit equation computed 
from a scatterplot regression of the dry weight (x) against fresh weight (y) of control leaves (15 leaves 
per treatment and cohort). 
Similarly, a subset of 5 frass samples per treatment were dried after the completion of the 
experiment to a constant mass  at 50ºC for 72 hours to calculate frass production during the feeding 
trial per treatment. Here the dry weight of each frass sample was divided by the wet weight for each 
frass sample, and this ratio of dry over wet weight was then averaged for 5 frass samples for each 
treatment. The average ratio was then multiplied by the wet mass for all frass in each treatment to 
obtain a dry weight estimation for all frass in the experiment. To estimate dry weight of pupae, a 
subset of 5 of these frozen pupae were dried at 50°C for 72 hours until they reached a constant mass 









APPENDIX 2.3: DESCRIPTION OF N ANALYSES 
 
A subset of leaves from each treatment and cohort from both years were stored at -20ºC and 
used for nitrogen analyses. A subset of 5 leaf, pupae, and frass samples from each temperature and 
fertilizer treatment from each population were sent to the Environmental and Agricultural Testing 
Service (EATS) at North Carolina State University for total elemental nitrogen analyses by total 
combustion using a Perkin Elmer 2400 CHNS Analyzer. Samples were first lyophilized to a constant 
weight and ground so that sample particles were >4mm in diameter at UNC-CH prior to submission 









APPENDIX 2.4: MEAN NITROGEN (N) +/- SE FOR EACH SAMPLE TYPE FOR 
EACH POPULATION BY TREATMENT 
 
Note: Sample size for each mean is reported in parentheses. 
  NC NS 
Sample type Temp (°C) LN HN LN HN 
Leaves -- 0.99±0.11 (5) 2.35±0.22 (5) 0.70±0.05 (5) 2.88±0.25 (5) 
Pupae 18 8.71±0.11 (5) 9.04±0.17 (5) 7.53±0.54 (4) 7.78±0.22 (3) 
Frass 18 1.04±0.19 (5)  2.0±0.18 (5) 0.58±0.03 (5) 1.49±0.09 (5) 
Pupae 25 9.31±0.12 (5) 9.16±0.09 (5) 7.99±0.27 (5) 9.13±0.24 (5) 
Frass 25 1.43±0.15 (5) 1.96±0.17 (5) 0.48±0.11 (5) 1.29±0.17 (5) 
Pupae 32 9.17±0.22 (5) 9.33±0.11 (5) 8.46±0.24 (5) 9.42±0.14 (5) 








APPENDIX 2.5: ANOVA OF THE NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS (% DRY WT) 
FOR 5 LEAVES, FRASS, AND PUPAE SAMPLES PER TREATMENT PER 
POPULATION 
 
Note: Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Temperature and fertilization 
were included as a factors. 
Nitrogen (N% dry weight) 
  Leaves Frass Pupae 
 d.f. F p F p F p 
Temperature 1 -- -- 2.0682 0.155196 23.2106 <0.0001 
Fertilization 2 54.5228 <0.0001 41.5314 <0.0001 8.2344 0.000673 
Population 1 0.5099 0.4843 11.2914 0.001307 29.9247 <0.0001 
Temp:Fertilization 2 -- -- 3.7551 0.028622 0.5573 0.575589 
Temp:Pop 1 -- -- 3.8964 0.052644 7.6990 0.007292 
Fertilization:Pop 2 59404 0.02426 2.5976 0.111873 8.3735 0.005248 









APPENDIX 2.6: STANDARDIZED PATH COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES AND P VALUES FOR THE DIRECT EFFECTS 
 
Standardized path coefficient estimates and p values for the direct effects of fertilization (N2)  and temperature (T) on consumption (C), frass 
production (F), growth (G), development time (DT), and pupal mass (PM) and their indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass 
production, and growth for both populations.  
 NC NS 
Path Estimate p Estimate p 
C ~ N -0.205 0.001 -0.075 0.204 
C ~ T  0.436 0.000  0.523 0.000 
F ~ N  0.358 0.000 -0.160 0.002 
F ~ T  0.395 0.000  0.569 0.000 
F ~ C  0.223 0.000  0.153 0.010 
G ~ N   0.259 0.000  0.265 0.000 
G ~ T  0.011 0.895 -0.103 0.229 
G ~ C  0.210 0.007  0.399 0.000 
G ~ F  0.003 0.966  0.186 0.025 
DT ~ N -0.115 0.003 -0.199 0.000 
DT ~ T -0.756 0.000 -0.822 0.000 
DT ~ C -0.077 0.055 -0.024 0.549 
DT ~ F -0.142 0.001  0.066 0.124 









APPENDIX 2.7: SUMMARY OF PATH TRACINGS USED TO CALCULATE DIRECT VS. INDIRECT PATHWAYS ON 
DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR FERTILIZATION AND TEMPERATURE EXOGENOUS PREDICTOR VARIABLES BY 
POPULATION 
 
Individual path coefficients were multiplied to calculate the total for each path tracing. “Pred Var” represents the value of the predictor variable in 
the columns on the right of the table, “C” represents consumption, “F” represents frass production, “G” represents growth, and “DT” represents 
development time. 
 NC  NS 
Path tracing N Temp  N Temp 
Pred Var*C*G  0.00  0.00   0.01 -0.04 
Pred Var*C  0.02 -0.03   0.00 -0.01 
Pred Var*C*F*G  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00 
Pred Var*C*F  0.01 -0.01   0.00  0.01 
Pred Var*F*G  0.00  0.00   0.01 -0.02 
Pred Var*F -0.05 -0.06  -0.01  0.04 
Pred Var*G  0.00  0.00  -0.06  0.02 
Indirect: -0.03 -0.10  -0.05 -0.02 
Direct: -0.12 -0.76  -0.20 -0.82 









APPENDIX 2.8: NITROGEN CONCENTRATION (% DRY WT) BY 
FERTILIZATION TREATMENT AND POPULATION 
 
 
Metrics are averaged over 5 leaf samples from 5 separate plants per treatment and plotted per 










APPENDIX 2.9: STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODEL FOR THE DIRECT EFFECTS 
OF HOST PLANT FERTILIZATION AND TEMPERATURE ON DEVELOPMENT 
TIME 
 
Structural equation model (path diagram) for the direct effects of host plant fertilization (N) and 
temperature on consumption, frass production, and 48 hr growth, and development time from 4th to 
pupation and their indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass production, 48 hr growth in 
the NS population (top) and the NC population (bottom). The width of the path corresponds with the 
magnitude of the effect. Positive effects are indicated by solid lines, and negative effects by dashed 
lines. Dark lines are significant effects. All non-significant pathways are not depicted for clarity. 









APPENDIX 3.1: DESCRIPTION OF THE ARTIFICIAL DIETS 
 
A meridic diet including collard powder and wheat germ was used instead of a holidic 
diet due to difficulty raising P. rapae larvae successfully on such chemically defined diets 
(Nathan Morehouse, University of Pittsburgh, personal communication). This meridic diet 
recipe was modified to produce diets containing one of three ratios of protein (casein) to 
digestible carbohydrates (sucrose): 13% protein with 31% digestible carbohydrates 
(1P∶2.5C), 22% protein with 22% digestible carbohydrates (1P:1C), and 31% protein with 
13% digestible carbohydrates (2.5P∶1C) (% dry mass). Other constituents of the diets 
included 25% essential micronutrients (salts, vitamins, cholesterol) and cellulose, a 
nonnutritive bulking agent. The amount of cellulose added varied between diets due to 









APPENDIX 3.2: ARTIFICIAL DIET INGREDIENTS 
 
Composition of the low protein (LP), balanced (B), and high protein (HP) artificial diets used 
in the experiments. Modified from Troetschler et al., (1985). 
Ingredient 1:2.5 (LP)    1:1 (B) 2.5:1 (HP) 
Agar (g) 30 30 30 
Wheat germ (g) 48 48 48 
Casein (g) 34 82 130 
Cellulose (g) 89 65 42 
Sucrose (g) 2 27 51 
Wesson’s salt mix (g) 18 18 18 
Torula yeast (g) 15 15 15 
Cholesterol (g) 7.2 7.2 7.2 
Collard leaf powder (g) 30 30 30 
Sorbic acid (g) 3 3 3 
Methyl paraben (g) 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Ascorbic acid (g) 6 6 6 
Vanderzant’s vitamin mix (g) 21 21 21 
Streptomycin sulfate (g) 0.35 0.35 0.35 
Water (boiling) (ml) 700 700 700 
Water (cool) (ml) 600 600 600 










APPENDIX 3.3: DESCRIPTION OF N ANALYSES 
 
A subset of diet blocks from each ratio from each population were stored at -20ºC and 
used for nitrogen analyses. A subset of 5 diet, pupae, and frass samples from each 
temperature and diet ratio treatment from each population were lyophilized for 72 hours and 
ground so that sample particles were >4mm in diameter. Samples were submitted sent to the 
Environmental and Agricultural Testing Service (EATS) at North Carolina State University 
for total elemental carbon and nitrogen analyses by total combustion using a Perkin Elmer 
2400 CHNS Analyzer and reported as % dry weight. Carbon concentrations (% dry wt) are 









APPENDIX 3.4: DESCRIPTION OF DRY CONSUMPTION, FRASS PRODUCTION 
PROTOCOL AND CALCULATIONS 
 
A subset of control diet blocks from each diet ratio was placed in each of the three 
test temperatures to assess water loss during the 48 feeding trials. These diet blocks were 
weighed before and after the trial, and dried to a constant mass in a 50°C drying oven for 72 
hours. Initial dry weight was estimated by incorporating the initial fresh weight of the diet 
block in a line-of-fit equation computed from a scatterplot regression of the dry weight (x) 
against fresh weight (y) of control diet blocks (15 leaves per treatment and cohort). 
Similarly, a subset of 5 frass samples per treatment were dried after the completion of 
the experiment to a constant mass  at 50ºC for 72 hours to calculate frass production during 
the feeding trial per treatment. Here the dry weight of each frass sample was divided by the 
wet weight for each frass sample, and this ratio of dry over wet weight was then averaged for 
5 frass samples for each treatment. The average ratio was then multiplied by the wet mass for 
all frass in each treatment to obtain a dry weight estimation for all frass in the experiment. To 
estimate dry weight of pupae, a subset of 5 of these frozen pupae were dried at 50°C for 72 










APPENDIX 3.5: STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODEL FOR THE DIRECT EFFECTS 




Structural equation model (path diagram) for the direct effects of diet macronutrient balance 
and temperature on consumption, frass production, and growth, and development time from 
4th to pupation and their indirect effects mediated through short-term consumption, frass 
production, and growth in the NS population (top) and the NC population (bottom). The 
width of the path corresponds with the magnitude of the effect. Positive effects are indicated 
by solid lines, and negative effects by dashed lines. Dark lines are significant effects. See 








APPENDIX 3.6: STANDARDIZED PATH COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES AND P 
VALUES FOR THE DIRECT EFFECTS 
 
Standardized path coefficient estimates and p values for the direct effects of diet 
macronutrients balance (1P:2.5C and 2.5P:1C respectively) and temperature (T) on 
consumption (C), frass production (F), growth (G), and development time (DT) and their 
indirect effects mediated through consumption, frass production, and growth for both 
populations. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.  
 NC NS 
Path Estimate p Estimate p 
C ~ 1P:2.5C -0.312 0.000 -0.010 0.737 
C ~ 2.5P:1C -0.048 0.120  0.013 0.677 
C ~ T  0.876 0.000  0.878 0.000 
F ~ 1P:2.5C  0.105 0.271  0.124 0.005 
F ~ 2.5P:1C -0.018 0.818 -0.047 0.286 
F ~ T -0.237 0.171  0.402 0.000 
F ~ C  0.525 0.004  0.339 0.000 
G ~ 1P:2.5C  -0.495 0.000 -0.343 0.000 
G ~ 2.5P:1C -0.146 0.016 -0.016 0.771 
G ~ T -0.631 0.000 -0.873 0.000 
G ~ C  0.500 0.001  0.511 0.000 
G ~ F -0.091 0.111  0.385 0.000 
DT ~ 1P:2.5C  0.144 0.005  0.111 0.001 
DT ~ 2.5P:2.5C  0.022 0.562  0.037 0.220 
DT ~ T -1.017 0.000 -0.776 0.000 
DT ~ C  0.172 0.066 -0.068 0.245 
DT ~ F  0.081 0.024 -0.035 0.378 
DT ~ G -0.390 0.000 -0.277 0.000 










APPENDIX 3.7: SUMMARY OF PATH TRACINGS USED TO CALCULATE 
DIRECT VS. INDIRECT PATHWAYS ON DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR 
NUTRITION AND TEMPERATURE EXOGENOUS PREDICTOR VARIABLES  
 IN NC 
 
Individual path coefficients are multiplied to calculate the total for each path tracing. “Pred 
Var” represents the value of the predictor variable in the columns on the right of the table, 
“C” represents consumption, “F” represents frass production, “G” represents growth, and 
“DT” represents development time.  
NC 
Path tracing 1:2.5 (LP) 2.5:1 (HP) Temp 
Pred Var*C*G  0.06084  0.00936 -0.17082 
Pred Var*C -0.05366 -0.00826  0.15067 
Pred Var*C*F*G  0.00581 -0.00089  0.01632 
Pred Var*C*F -0.01327  0.00204  0.03725 
Pred Var*F*G  0.00376 -0.00064 -0.00841 
Pred Var*F  0.00851 -0.00146 -0.0192 
Pred Var*G  0.19305  0.05694  0.24609 
Indirect:  0.193376  0.05301 -0.251908 
Direct:  0.144  0.022 -1.017 










APPENDIX 3.8: SUMMARY OF PATH TRACINGS USED TO CALCULATE 
DIRECT VS. INDIRECT PATHWAYS ON DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR 
NUTRITION AND TEMPERATURE EXOGENOUS PREDICTOR VARIABLES  
 IN NS 
 
Individual path coefficients are multiplied to calculate the total for each path tracing. “Pred 
Var” represents the value of the predictor variable in the columns on the right of the table, 
“C” represents consumption, “F” represents frass production, “G” represents growth, and 
“DT” represents development time. 
NS 
Path tracing 1:2.5 (LP) 2.5:1 (HP) Temp 
Pred Var*C*G  0.00142 -0.00184 -0.12428 
Pred Var*C  0.00068 -0.00088 -0.0597 
Pred Var*C*F*G  0.00036 -0.00047 -0.00317 
Pred Var*C*F  0.00012 -0.00015  0.01042 
Pred Var*F*G -0.01322  0.00501 -0.04287 
Pred Var*F -0.00434  0.00165 -0.01407 
Pred Var*G  0.095011  0.00443  0.24182 
Indirect:  0.080023  0.00774 -0.04126 
Direct:  0 -0.006 -0.031 









APPENDIX 3.9: ANOVA OF THE NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS (% DRY WT) 
FOR 5 DIET, FRASS, AND PUPAE SAMPLES PER TREATMENT PER 
POPULATION 
 
Note: Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Diet is included as a factor.  
Nitrogen (N% dry weight) 
  Diet Frass Pupae 
 d.f. F p F p F p 
Temperature 1 -- -- 142.7543 <0.0001 9.3313 0.003144 
Diet 2 303.7565 <0.0001 1495.6818 <0.0001 36.1317 <0.0001 
Population 1 7.0620 0.01378 6.1448 0.015396 10.1984 0.002075 
Temp:Diet 2 -- -- 12.8644 <0.0001 1.0214 0.365167 
Temp:Pop 1 -- -- 7.7906 0.006638 1.1344 0.290351 
Diet:Pop 2 1.2302 0.31001 0.9652 0.385523 3.4307 0.037670 
Temp:Diet:Pop 2 -- -- 0.2505 0.779055 0.6950 0.502323 
Carbon (C% dry weight) 
  Diet Frass Pupae 
 d.f. F p F p F p 
Temperature 1 -- -- 169.4363 <0.0001 1.1554 0.28596 
Diet 2 129.1429 <0.0001 65.0578 <0.0001 24.1717 <0.0001 
Population 1 4.7669 0.03902 7.4257 0.007976 28.1662 <0.0001 
Temp:Diet 2 -- -- 4.9316 0.009688 2.4900 0.08993 
Temp:Pop 1 -- -- 2.3124 0.132495 2.5105 0.11741 
Diet:Pop 2 3.6974 0.03983 4.9767 0.009309 2.4648 0.09207 










APPENDIX 3.10: PUPAL C CONCERTATION AND FRASS C CONCENTRATION 
BY TEMPERATURE AND POPULATION. 
 
 
Pupal C concertation in NC (A) and NS (B), and frass C concentration in NC (C) and NS (D) 
by temperature. Metrics are averaged over 5 individuals within a treatment and plotted per 














Experimental design for the no-choice experiment (top) and choice experiment (bottom) 
depicting rearing vs test treatments. The feeding trial in both experiments took place during 
the first 48 hours of the 5th instar. All individuals were tracked to pupation when pupal mass 









APPENDIX 4.2: ANOVA FOR THE NO-CHOICE EXPERIMENT SHORT-TERM 
PHYSIOLOGICAL METRICS INCLUDING MASS AT 5TH INSTAR, MASS GAIN, 
AND CONSUMPTION DURING THE 48 HOUR FEEDING TRIAL 
 
Note: Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing diet, test diet, and sex 
are included as factors.  
No-choice 
  Mass at 5th Mass gain Total consumption 
 d.f. F p F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,39 1010.0171 <0.0001 1563.8457 <0.0001 486.5109 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 1,39 21.3817 <0.0001 18.8564 0.0001 6.4191 0.0154 
Test diet 2,39 0.1836 0.8330 26.4778 <0.0001 4.6736 0.0152 
Sex 1,39 6.0823 0.0180 9.5918 0.0036 3.6008 0.0652 
Mass at 5th 2,39 -- -- 17.9599 0.0001 1.7995 0.1875 










APPENDIX 4.3: ANOVA FOR BOTH THE NO-CHOICE AND CHOICE EXPERIMENTS LONG-TERM LIFE HISTORY 
METRICS INCLUDING PUPAL MASS AND DEVELOPMENT TIME TO PUPATION 
 
Note: Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing diet, test diet, and sex are included as factors.  
 No-choice  Choice 
  Pupal mass Development time   Pupal mass Development time 
 d.f. F p F p  d.f. F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,39 1902.7370 <0.0001 31332.645 <0.0001  1,130 2140.5126 <0.0001 93237.30 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 1,39 19.0159 0.0001 677.695 <0.0001  2,130 36.0498 <0.0001 660.44 <0.0001 
Test diet 2,39 19.4291 <0.0001 12.264 0.0001  -- -- -- -- -- 
Sex 1,39 24.2380 <0.0001 109.687 <0.0001  1,130 13.9729 0.0003 15.48 0.0001 
Age at 4th 1,39 -- -- 4.349 0.0436  1,130 -- -- 1187.17 <0.0001 
Mass at 5th 1,39 9.4711 0.0038 -- --  1,130 13.5748 0.0003 -- -- 










APPENDIX 4.4: ANOVA FOR THE CHOICE EXPERIMENT SHORT-TERM PHYSIOLOGICAL METRICS INCLUDING 
MASS AT 5TH INSTAR, MASS GAIN, AND CONSUMPTION DURING THE 48 HOUR FEEDING TRIAL 
 
Note: Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. Rearing diet and sex are included as factors.  
Choice 
  Mass at 5th Mass gain Total consumption Selected ratio 
 d.f. F p F p F p F p 
(Intercept) 1,130 468.1828 <0.0001 569.5707 <0.0001 2420.5919 <0.0001 616.7974 <0.0001 
Rearing diet 2,130 33.0696 <0.0001 22.2202 <0.0001 21.6070 <0.0001 6.3186 0.0024 
Sex 1,130 0.2054 0.6511 2.3268 0.1296 0.6667 0.4157 0.8288 0.3643 








APPENDIX 4.5: SCATTER PLOT OF INDIVIDUAL AMOUNT OF PROTEIN AND 
CARBOHYDRATE (MG) CHOSEN AND CONSUMED DURING THE 48 HR 5TH 
INSTAR CHOICE TRIAL WITH DENSITY CURVES 
 
Scatter plot of individual amount of protein and carbohydrate (mg) chosen and consumed 
during the 48 hr 5th instar choice trial with density curves. Symbols and colours denote 
rearing diet treatment. Symbols with horizontal and vertical standard error bars represent 
mean protein and carbohydrate consumption per rearing diet treatment 
 
